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BAIRE  PROPERTIES OF LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES
N. BERSCHEID
INTRODUCTION
The proper~y  OC topologica1 spaces to be a Baire space is of importane in many  parts  in
mathematics.  SO it is a fundamental  tool  in the theorems of Banach Steinhaus, the closed
graph theoxm  nr  the open mapping theorem.
Unfortunately  it has bad permanente  properties. Far example  Oxtoby [28] showed  that the
product  of a Baire  space with itself need  not be Baire, which was  extended by Arias de Reyna
[3],  cf. also [421,  to products of two normed Baire spaces. Moreover  dense hyperplanes  of
Baire spaces need  not be Baire, which was proved by Arias de Reyna in [2],  cf. also  [33].
SO it hns become a classica1 tradition  in Pure Mathematics to consider  properties of locally
convex  spaces which are weaker than the property of being  a Baire space and which preserve
the applications of the Baire  property. In fact,  thrre is a whole hierarchy of such properties,
e.  g. unordered  Bairelike, totally barrelled,  db, Bairelike, quasi-Baire and more. They were
introduced  e. g. by S. Saxon,  A. R. Todd, M. Valdivia, W. J. Robertson, 1. Tweddle  and F. E.
Yeomans  in [34, 31,41,  391.
Space  with Baire properties are certainly interesting. For instance,  Saxon proved that
Grothendieck’s factorization theorem for closed linea  maps from a locally conva  Baire
space into  an  LF-space remains Lrue  for closed linear  maps  from  a Bairelike space into an  LB-
space. Moreover  an  interesting  classitication  of LF-space  is giva  by P. P. Narayanaswami
and S. Saxon in [27] and il connection  (0 the classica1 separable  quotient problem  is given  by
S. Saxon and A. Wihmsky  in [37]. In contrasf  fo  the Baire  property, these  weaker properties
have  good permanente properties. Far instante  they are stable  under arbitrary products,
quotients, countably  codimensional  linea  subspaces, the 3.space  problem and are inherited
from dense linear subspaces by the whole space.
The aim of this the&  ia to continue Ihe  study of Baire  properties mentioned above.  More
specifìcally, we investigate the behaviour  of Baire properties with respect to projective limits,
to the formation of vector  valued  sequence  space  h(X) and more generally to induttive
and projective  limi& of Moscatelli type.  Finally we give  a contribution  to a problem  posed
by Valdivia:  Are complete Bairelike  spaces Baire? In fact,  we construct  a quasicomplete
Bairelike  space which is not a Baire space.
In chapter  0 we first  of al1 give  the definitions of the spaces of type h(X) and inductive-
and projective  limi& of Moscatelli type and summarize  their basic  propaties.  Afterwards  WE
defìne the Baire properties mentioned  above  and recall some known connections and results.
Moreover,  at  the end of chapter  0 we present  a result about  Baire properties of LF-spaces  of
Moscatelli type.
Chapter  1 is devoted  to the investigation of the property quasi-Br&.  These  are spaces
which are barrelled and which are not the union of an  increasing  aequence  of nowheredense
subspaces. This last  property, called “without S,” is treated  independently. We give  a
charucterization  of this property and study  itb  permanente properties. The independence of
barrelledness  and “without S, ” is shown  by examples  and we discuss  its stability with respect
t” the formation of the bidual. In the main part of chapter 1 we characterize the quasi-B&-
property of a space X in terms of the existence of a continuous  n”im on the dual  (X’,  /3(X’, X))
- at least far  il large  class  of locally conyex  spaces.
In chapter 2 we examine  the stability of these  Bail-e  properties with respect t” projective
limi&. In general they are not  inherited even  by countable projective limi@ of Baire spaces.
Next we study projective limi& with open linking maps,  called  strict. For uncountable  stria
projective limits we present an  example of a strict projective limit of Banach spaces which
is not  barrelIed.  In the countable case we get positive results far the properties barrelled,
“without Si”, quasi-Baire and Bairelike.  Fora special class  of strict projective limits we can
also  present positive results far  the properties db, unordered  Bairelike and Baire. Moreover
we give  an  example of a projective limit »f  discrete abelian  topologica1 groups  which is not
Baire. We clox  this chapter with il positive result  on a projective sequence  of df-spaces  (the
strong  dual  is a Fréchet space) far the property “without S,“.
In chapter 3 we fìrst investigate space  of type h(X). We start with an  example of a
quasi-Baire space E, such that e,(E)  is not  quasi-Baire. For X which satisfies the countable
boundednesy  condition we can present a positive result  far  the property “without S,“.  Next
we turn t” the class of Bairelike space,  which contains  the following tw” large  subclasses:  the
metrizable  barrelled spaces and the weakly barrelled spaces. The fact  that h(X) is Bairelike,  if
X is metrizable  and barrelled, is already  contained  in L. Frerick’s dissertation. We are able t”
prove thar this fact  remains tue  far  weakly barrelled X - at  least for h = C,  and h having  the
property of sectional  convergente.  Afta  that we prove that far infinite dimensiona1 Hausdorff
spaces X, such  that the weak  dual  (X’, “(X’, X))  is barrelled, the space h(X) is not  Baire. These
results are then  used  t”  give  an  example of a quasicomplete Bairelike space which is not  Baire.
In the second  part of this capter  we treat  projective limits of Moscatelli type. We obtain
positive results far metrirable  ban-elled  spaces and far weakly bari-elled  spaces, if the linking
map is open. We fìnally show that in the general case there  exist tw” weakly barrelIed
Hausdorff  spaces, such that  the corresponding  projective limit of Moscatelli type is not
barrelled.
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suggestlons.
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Moreover  1 like t” thank Dr. J. Wengenroth  far his helpful  comments and remarks  dunng
this thesis.
1 would like t” thank U.  Beien far her helpful  comments,  especially during  the typing of
the thesis.
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0. DEFINITIONS,  NOTATIONS, TERMINOLOGY
In this section we introduce basic  well known definitions and reca11  some properties of the
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corresponding  notion.  These  are first  of all spaces of type  h(X) and induttive and projective
limits of Moscatelli type. Then we present  a hierachy of Baire properties we will deal  with in
the future and recollect some important known results  about  Baire properties of LF-spaces. At
the end of this section we zive a lirst  partial  description of the Baire  properties of LF-spaces
of Moscalelli type,
Now we start with the definition of norma1  Banach sequence spaces, spaces of type  h(X)
and the induttive and projective limi& of Moscatelli type.  A comprehensive  discussion of
the spaces h(X) can be found  in 1161  and the induttive-  and projective limits of Moscatelli
type are studied  in detail  in [6]  and 171.
0.1 Definition:
Let (h,  i/ 11) bea Bannch  space with the following properties:
1) ‘p  c  h c w,
ii) the inclusion  (h.  11 11) *  w is continuous.
iii) if (Y  t h and fi  E  w whh  la,, I> /fi,,/  for al1 II t N, then  B  t h and /ILYI~  > 11/!/1.
The”  we cali (h,  /I  11) a normaI  Banach sequence space (nBss  far  abbreviation).  Examples
far such spaces are (t,,, 11 Il,,)  with 1 5 p 5  x  or (cO,  II  Il,).
A nBss  (h,  /I  11)  has the  property  of sectional convergente  if for al1 x = (q,),,,~  l h
it is true  that  ((x&<,,  , (0)~  > ,, 1’3 x in (h,  II  II).  Spaces  with sectional convwgence  are for
example  CC,,,  /I  Il,,)  with 1 5 11 i x’ or (CO,  II  II,)  but  not ce,,  [I  li,).
Now let  in the following (h,  II  11) b e a nB\\ and let  (X,  (3) be a locally convex  s,>ace  (Ics).
Then CS(X) denota  the set of all continuous seminorms  on X, and for JI l CS(X) let
W,/‘)  := VW.P),,,?L)  := {h),,,~  E  9 : (P(&))M E hl
be provided with the seminorm & : (x,,),~~I\ H ~I(/zJ(x,,)),,~N  II.  Furthermore  we deline
h ( X )  : =  n A(X,p)
,‘E<.lW,
and h(X) carries the initial topology with respect  to the inclusion (h(X) - ~(X,/I)),,~~~<~>.
we put
Gnu,,)  := {(*ih>,>  t nx  : ((Oh  <r,, hh>,,)  t W)]
i>,r
provided with the induced  topology of h(X). Now let  X, Y be Ics with continuous inclusion
Y - X. Then we put
E,, : =  E,,(Y  - X,A)  : =  n  X x A(G%>,,)
i<,,
prowded wth  the product  topology. This defines an  induttive sequence of Ics with cwtmuous
inclusions  E,, - E,,+,  l'or all II t N and we put
E := E(Y  - X,h)  := ind,,,wE,,(Y *  X,h)
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Then E is called the induttive limit of Moscatelli type with respect to Y u X and h.  If X
and Y are Bunach or Fréchet spaces, the E is an  LB- or an  LF-space. respectively  and is also
called an  LB- or LF-space of Moscatelli type.
Now let X and Y be Ics  and letf  : Y + X be a continous  linear map. We detine
F,, := fl Y x A((X)i
i <n
provided with the product  topology.  Moreover  let
h’,,.ni-1  : Fn+i - FI, h)itr<  + ((Q)k <  ,,,.f(s,),  h)i  >  ,,)
This is a welldefined,  linear, continuous map and ((F,t),,t~,  (,Y,,..+~),,~M)  is a projective  sequ-
ente of Ics, such  that  we can define  F := proj,,,, (F,,.g,,.,,+,).  F is called the  projective limit
of Moscatelli type with respect to (h,  11 Ii), Y,X andi’. We write far  this F(Y LX, h).  If X
and Y are Banach spaces, the alro F,, is a Bannch  space  (aee  the I-emark  afta the  dclinition),
wch that F is a Fréchet space. Then F is a also  called a Fréchet space of Moscatelli type.
Now we recall some basic  properties of thesc  spaccs.  sec  161.  171  and [Ih] far  proofs.
0.2 Remark.
For every  nBss  (h,  11 11) and Ics  X the mclusions  eiitNX  - h(X) *  n,,,,X are
continuous. A basis of the zeroneighbourhood  (0.nbhd)  tiIter  of  h(X) is givcn  by
for U = TU  E  tir(X),  where U”(X)  denotes  the set of all 0-nbhds in X. h(X) is Hausdorff,
(semi-)metrizable,  (semi-)normable  or complete if and only  if X has the sux~c  property.  For Ics
X and Y with a continuous linear map y : Y - X the continuous  map ,q  : (,v,,),,~~ H (g(,~(,,)),,~~~
maps  h(Y) continuourly into h(X). If X is a reflexive  Fréchct space and h is rcflexive then
also  h(X) is reHexive.
For  the induttive limit of Moscatelli type. we have  the continuous inclusions  h(Y) -
E(Y *  X,h) - h(X) and the continuous linea  mapping
a : $x x h(Y) - E(Y - X.h)
it*,
((~~dr~h~>(?ihw)  - (.xn + Ah’
which is also  surjective  and open [24, page  1761.  such that we will write
E(Y - X,h)=@X+h(Y)
LEA,
with the meaning  above  behind and get  8  description of the basis of the  0.nbhd  filter  by
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Far  projective  linlit<i of Mascatelli  type F := F(Y LX,  h)  we will also  use the following
representation  that  F is topologically  isomorphic to
ff := {(!,,L,tw  E yN : (f(J,,)),,t,v t W)}
provided  with  the initial  topology  with respect  to  the inclusion  H + n,,i, Y and H -
NX). (&,kA’  i-’ v(-~,i)kv.sre  [[IProposition  3.1 .I.]Kh.  A basic of the 0-nbhd lilter  is given
b
,g; 1 .’ -”v x (Sih>  t MXh~,!) : II((o)n PO( ff(?dh>!,)ll  r: 11
with U = TU E Z&(X),  V E Z&(Y) and II E N. The spaccs  F,, are Hausdorff, metriruble,
normable.  complete if und only if X and Y have  the same  property. F(Y 4X,  h) is Hausdorff,
metrizable  or complete if X and Y have  the same  property. If we  replace  X by,f(Y)  we  get the
same  space F. such that we  can supposef  to  have  a dense unge orto be sujective.
Now we  introduce some Baire  properties. Tbese  are  well  known and a complete description
of them can be found in 129,9].
0.3 Definition.
Let (E, iì) be a Ics. Then  (E, :>)  is called
i) barrellcd,  if every  barre1  U in (E, 3) is a 0.nbhd  in (E, ‘3).
ii) quasi-Baire,  il’ (E,  2) is bwrelled  and E is not  the union of an  increastng  sequence of
nowhere dense linear  subspaces of (E.  ‘2).
iii) Bairelike, if «ne  of the following equivalent  conditions holds:
n)  If (A,,),,,,  is an  increasing  sequence of claed absolutely  cowex  subsets  of E, wch  thnt
it’s union spani E, than there exists  an  II E N wch  that A,, E  UtI(E,  Cl).
b) E cannot  be covered  by an  increasin,o  sequence of rare absolutely  convex  subsets  of E.
c) E is not the union of nn  increasing  sequence of nowhere dense absolutely  convex  subsets.
iv) (db)-space, if the following is twe:
If E is the union of an  increasin_o  sequence of subspaces (E,8),,EN.  then there is an  II E N
such  that  E,, is dense  in (E,  3) and (E,,,  3 n E,,) ir barrelIed.
v) unordel-ed  Bairelike, if E is not the union of a sequence of nowhere dense abwlutely  conva
subsets
vi) Bail-e space, if the countable  intersection  of open subsets  which al-e dense in (E,  S) is dense
in (E, ‘SI.
The properties  i) and vi) are classical,  ii) and iii) are due to  S. Saxon  in 1341,  iv) also
known as  suprabarrelled.  were  independently  introduced  by W .  J. Robertson.  I. Tweddle,  F.
E. Yeomans  in 1311  and M. Valdivia in [4l] and v) is due to  A. R. Todd and S. Saxon  in
[39].  For fui-thel-  comments  and histot-ical  notes see  [29,  Chapter  9.41.  The importance of the
properties  ii-v)  arises  in their  applications e.,o.  in closed  gaph theorems  129,  Chapter  9.1 1
or in measure  theory,  see  [ 151  far  details.  Moreover  they have  good permanente  propelties.
In the following I-emark  we  wmmurize  some  important  properties of them. PI-oofs and an
intensive discussion can be found  in [29]
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0.4 Remark.
The properties i)-vi) al-e stable  under quotients; moreover  they are inherited by space‘
from  a dense linea  subspace. The properties i)-v)  are stable with respect  to countable
codimensional linear  subspaces, the 3.space  problem  and  al-bitwry  products.  Ftwthermore  the
following implicationi  are true:
Baire + unordered  Bairelike + (db)-space
+ Bairelike + quasi-Baire + barrelled
[29, Chapters  9.1, 9.31 establishes al1 the implication\  and provides  counte~examples,  whlch
show that  none of these  arrows can be reversed.  Far  metrizable  spaces  1. Amemiya and Y.
Ki5mura  showed  in [4,  Satr II the equivalente of countably  barrelled and Bairelike. Thiz
theorem  wus  extended by M. Valdivia  in [40]  to the stntemenl,  Lhat  every C,-barrelled
space whose  completion is Bairelike is Bairelike, where a Ics E is called C,-barrelled  if
every weakly bounded sequence  in E’ is E-equicontinuous 129.  Detinition X.2.13].  Clearly
“countably barrelled” implies  “f,-ban-elled”.
For LF-spaces  one  has the iK,QOFtZ,,,t  I-esull  of P. P. Nnr~yanaswami  and S. Saxon [27, Th.
31 that un  LF-space  is Bairelike if and only  if it is metrirable.  On the other  hand  one  has the
following classification which can be found  in 123,  Corollary  7.2.101.
0.5 Proposition.
For an  LF-space  (E, ‘3) = ind,,,,(E,,,  ij,!) the following are equivalent:
1)  (E, 3)  is a Fréchet space.
ii) (E, 3) is a Baire space.
iii) (E, 3) is a (db)-space.
iv) There is II t N such that  EI = En+,  far all k  > II.
Altogether  it is true  that  every  metrizuble  incomplete LF-SQXC  is Bairclikc  but  not  a (db)-
space. An example  of an  incomplete LF-space can be found  in 1 I 1,  page  2851.  Now we prove
an  extension  of Proposition  0.5 far  the class  of LF-spaces of Moscatelli type.
0.6 Proposition.
Let X and Y be FI-échet  spacci  with co~~~~nuws  mclusion  Y - X and let (h.  11 11)  be 8
nBss.  Then for E = E(Y  - X, h)  the followin,o  are equivalent:
i) E is a Fréchet space.
ii) E is a Baire space.
iii) Y = X
iv)  E is Bairelike.
v)  E is metrizable.
PKlOf:
The equivalente of i), ii) and iii) follows immediately by PI-oposition 0.5 and iv) Q v)  by
the theorem of P. P. Narayanaswami and S. Saxon mentioned  in Remark  0.4. As ii) +J iv)
holds in general,  it suffices  to show iv)  + iii).
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We suppose X #  Y, hence the inclusion Y - X is not  nearly open. Then there  exists a
O-nbhd.  U = my in Y such that the closure 3  of U in X is not  a O-nbhd  in X and hence
i? = II.  Wc put  p,,  := ~I(~~,,)I~N~/  and
fol- ali II E  N. Then (Ai,),,EhT is  al  increasing sequence  of closed, absolutely convex  and
nowhere dense subsets  of E. TO get a contradiction there  is only to show that  E = lJ,,tNA,,
holds. SO let x = (.r,,),,F~ t E be giva.  Then there  exists an  II t N, such that (x~)~>,~ t
h((Y)n>,,)  and consequentely  there  is 111 t N with //((O)i  <,,, (~,~,(xi))i>,~)jl  < !n.  Let now
,j 2  I’ := mex{~~,  m} be given. Then
/l(m<,,, OW(~ih>,,)lI  5 m < J- <.i
such  that  x, E  LU c i-d:  and thus  x E  A,. Sine  .x was  arbitrary.  we are done.
P, (1,
1. QUASI-BAIRE  SPACES
Our  next  aim in this section is to investigate quasi-Baire spaces. For this purpose  it is quite
useful  to treat  the following property “not  S,” separately,  which is a part of the quasi-Baire
property and which is in fact  due to 1371 where a connection  to the separable  quotient  problem
IS given.
1.1 Definition.
A Ics E has S,,  il” there  is u  strictly increasing  sequence  of closed linear  subspaces (E,,),,,N.
in E, such that E = UIIEN  E,,.
We say that E contains ‘p (complemented), if there  is a (complemented) subspace  L c E,
which is topologically isomorphic to <p.
From  the definition of S, and qua+Baire  the following equivalente follows directly
i) E i s  quasi-Baire.
ii) E is barrelled and has not  S,.
An important  characteriration of quasi-Baire spaces is the Sollowing  proposition.
1.2 Proposition.
For u  barrelled Ics E the following are equivalent:
i) E is not  quasi-Baire.
ii) E contains ‘p complemented
iii) E contains  a closed subspace  of countably infinite codimension.
The equivalente i ++ ii) is due to J. Bonet  and P. Pérez  Carreras in [U,  Lemma 11 and the
whole equivalente can be found  in [27, Theorem Il. For general Ics the following result
holds.
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1.3 Proposition.
Let (E, 9) be u Ics.  Then the following are equivalent:
i) (E, 3) ha\  S,.
ii) (E, 3) contains u  closed subspace  of countably infinite codimension.
PlYXlf:
“ii)  * i)”
Suppose E contains a closed subspace  L of countably infinite codimension. Then E/ L is
Hausdorff and contains ZI strictly increasing sequence (M,,),,,N of subspaces with  dimM,,  = il
and  E/L  = U,,Eh, M,,. Since  E/ L is Hausdorff the subspaces M,,  are closed such that  also
L,,  := q-‘(M,,)  is closed, whei-e  q : E - E / L is the cnnonical  quotient  map. Furthermore
the subspaces L,, are incl-easing  and E = U,,,N  L,,  holds.  Thus  (E, 3) has  S,.
‘7) *  ii)”
Suppow  that (E, <=>)  has S,. Then there  is a strictly increasing  sequence of closed subhpaces
(Lh in (6 :ì) with  E = UIIEhr L,,. Thus we can choose  a sequence (.x,,),,Q, in E with x,, E
L,,,  , \L,,  for all II E  N. With the theorem of Hahn-Banach we get  that  fol-  alln  E  N there  exists
.f;,  E  E’ such that,f;,  1 L,, = 0 and,f;,(s,,)  = 1.  Con\equently/’ : (E, 2) - w,x  w (f;,(*)),zF~
is welldelined,  linear  and continuous. Sita (L ),,  ,,t~~  is  increasing  with E = lJ,,EA,L,,  it
follows that .f(E)  c ‘P and because  of,f(x,,)  = (f,(x,,)  ,.,.>  i;,-,(x,,),l,O  >...) fol-  al1 11 E  N we
havef(E)  = ‘I>. Thus kaf  is closed and of countably infinite codimension in (E, 3).  which
establishes ii). q
Putting  PropoGtion  1.3 and [29, Propniition 8.2.161 to,oether  we obtain  the following
extension  of Proposition 1.2.
1.4 Proposition.
Let (E, 3) be an  t!,-ban-elled  Ics. Then the tollowmg  are equwalent:
i) (E, 3) has  S,.
ii) (E, 3) contains a closed subspace  of countably infinite codimension.
iii) (E, C,) contains (<p,  T((P,  tu))  complemented.
In the following proposition we remark  some permanente properties  of S,-spaces
1.5 Proposition.
a)  Arbitrary product\  of spaces  without 5, a~c  without S,.  The proof  I\ cxactly the samr ah
the onc  far  quasi-Baire giva?  in [29, Theorem  9.2.61.
b)  Let (E, Q),  (F, !R)  be Ics.  (E, 3) without S, and 1et.f’  : (E, 3) i  (F, Y?)  be continuous,
linear and sujective.  Then also  (F, R) is without S,.
PKWf:
Let (F,,),,E~  be an  increaaing  sequence of closed subspaces of  (F, W)  with F = Ullih, F,,.
Then E ==  lJrIENfm’(FJ,) and since  (E, S) has not S,, there  is II E  N. such that E =.fmì(FT,,).
Asf is wrjective  F = F,, and hence  (F, Y?)  is without S,. 0
Consequently  quotients  of spaces without S, are without S,.
c)  Let (E, 3) be a Ics and L i E a dense linear subspace. If (L,  ‘3  f’  L)  i.s without S,.  then  also
(E,(J)  is without S,.
PlWOf:
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Let (E,,& be an  increasing sequence  of closed subspaces of (E, 9) with E = IJ,,,, E,,.
Then (E,, n L),>EX is an  increasing sequence  of closed subspaces in (L,3 n L) with  L =
U,,tn,  E,, n L. Thus L = E,, f’L for some II t N and since  L is dense in (E. 2) it is E := E,,. 0
Of course  the other  direction  is not  true  (see  <p c w). As a consequence  we get that  the
completion E is without S,,  if E is without S,.
d)  Let (E, 2) = ind,,,AS(E,,,  S,,) be a countable induttive limit of Ics without S,.  Then the
following are equivalent:
i) (E, 3) is without S,.
ii)  E = E,, for some II t N.
PtW0t-Z
The implication i) =S  ii) follows directly from  the definition of S,.  TO get ii) + i) let
L be a closed subspace  of countably codimension in (E,  3). Then L n E,, is a countably
codimensional subspace  of E,, and sine  E,, is without S, it follows from Proposition 1.3 that
L n E,, is of finite codimension in E,,. Then Er,  = L n E,, 0 M  for some finite dimensiona1
subspace  M  i E,,. From  this we get
E=E,,=LnE,,+McL+M
CL+M+{o}CL+M+LCL+M
Thus L is of finite codimension and we are done. 0
Part d)  of Proposition I .5 is an  extension  of a result of 136,  paze 67 1 where d)  is mentioned
for LF-spaces. As an  application of this to induttive limi& of Moscatelli type we get  the
following corollary.
1.6 Corollary.
Let (h,  11 11)  be a nBss,  Y be a bat-relled  metrirable  Ics and X be a quasi-Baire space with
continuous inclusion Y + X. For the corresponding  induttive limit of Moscatelli type
(E,S)=E(Y  - X, h)  the following are equivalent:
i) (E, 3) is quasi-Baire
ii) I+  =  X
PKlOf:
Since  Y is metrizable  and barrelIed  also  h(Y) iq barrelled [l6,  Corollary 6.31,  such that
E,J = K.,, X x A((Y)a is barrelled far all n  E  N. Consequently (E, 3) is barrelled and
thus (E, ‘3) is quasi-Baire if and only if (E,  <3)  is without S,.  From  Proposition 1.4 d) it
follows that this holds if and only if E = z for some II t N. This holds if and only if Y’ = X,
BS it is immediately seen. 0
In connection  with Proposition 0.6 we get  with the previous  corollary the following
examples  which distinguishes between Bairelike  and quasi-Baire in the class  of LF-spaces  of
Moscatelli type.
1.7 Corollary.
Let (h,  11 11) be a nBss  and (E, cj) := E(Y  + X, h)  be an  LF-space of Moscatelli type.
Then the following are equivalent:
i) (E.  9) is quasi-Baire but  not Bairelike.
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ii) r” = X and Y #  X.
The followin_p  example shows that  the properties  to be barrelIed  or to be without S, are
independent of each  other.
1.8 Example.
a)  The space ‘p  is and example of a barrelled space which has S,.
b)  An example of il countably barrelled space which is without S, and is not barrelied is
the lòllowing. Let Y,X be Bnnach  space\, wch that Y c X and the inclusion  Y - X
is continuous, has proper  dense runge  but is not open onto the range. Furthermore  we
suppose that the inclusion (X’, fi<X’, X)) * (Y’, @(Y’, y))  has dense range. Let (F,‘S)  =
F(Y - X, el) be thecorresponding  projective  limitof  Moscatelli type.  Then (F’, B(F’, F))
is countably barrelled, without S, but ~not  barrelled. Moreover  F is not  distinguished and
the bidual (F”, fi(F”,  F’)) admits a continuous norm.
PtWf:
As F is metrizable, (F’, fi(F’,F))  is countably barrellrd  and not  b;uxlled  since  F is
not  distinguished 16, Corollary 2.51.  As the inclusion (X’, fi(X’.X))  + (Y’, B(Y’,  Y))
has dense range, it follows from  Corollal-y  I .6 that the LF-space of Moscatelli type E :=
Q(X’, 13W’,W) - (Y’, B(Y’,  Y)),  P,)  is quasi-Baire and as  the identity id : E - (F’, fi
(F’, 0) is continuous, it follows by Proposition 1.5 b)  that (F’, fi(F’, F)) is without S,.  Since
the inclusion Y Q X has dense range, it follows by 16, Corollary 2.161  that (F”, p(F”,F))
admits a continuous norm. q
The hypothesis supposed in the b)  are satisfied for example far  Y := (e?,  11 II?)  and
X := (c.,>,Ii  Il,).  The following example shows that  there  is even  a weak  metrizable space
without S, which is not  barrelled.
c)  Let (X,  3) bea Fréchet space such that (X’, 0(X’, X))  is separable  and let  Y c X’ with Y #  X’
u  countably dimensionel  and dense linearsubspace.  Then (X,  cr(X,  Y)) is Inetrirable, without
S, and not barrelIed.
PIWOf:
As Y #  X’ and (X,  5) is a Fréchet space the identity irl : (X,  o(X,  Y)) + (X,  9) is not
continuous, such that (X,  n(X, Y)) cannot  be barrelled. Since Y is countably dimensiona1
(X,  o(X,  Y)) is metrizable and without S, as  (X,  3) is without S,. q
The hypothesis in c)  are true  forexample  far  (X,  3) = (C?, 11. Ii?)  and Y = ‘p.  In this context
we rema-k now  some interesting  connections  between  the property  S, and the existence  of
continuous ncxms on the dual  space.
1.9 Proposition.
Let (X,  S) be a Ics wth  S,,  then (X’, B”(X’,X)) does  not  admit a continuous norm.
Proof:
As (X,  3) has S, it follows from  Proposition 1.3 that there  exists a continuous,
linea  surjection  f : (X, 3) - (<p.  o(qp.  q)).  Thus we get  that the transpose ,f’  :
(g?, o(q),  q))  - (X’, o(X’,X))  is injective, linea  and continuous. Since (q,  u(q,  qp))  is
metrizable and consequently  quasibarrelled,  we obtain the continuity  ofj”  : (q,  a(q,  qp))  +
(X’, fi*(X’,X)). As (<p,  o(<p,  qp))  does not  admit a continuous norm  also  (X’, fl*(X’,X)) does
not admit a continuous norm. q
1.10 Remark.
The other direction in the previous  proposition does  not  hold, since Y. K6mura  constru-
cted  in 1221  a Fréchet space X which is not  separable,  but in which every  bounded sub-
set is separable. In particular  for every  B = TB  i X bounded, one  has mx #  X and
W’,  PW’,X))  = W’.  P‘W’,W)  d oe?  not admit a continuous norm. In fact,,  if (X’, /3(X/.X))
admitted a continuous norm. there  would exist a bounded subset  B  = i%’  c X, such that
n ,itn/ ;B”  = {0}, hence
which is a contradiction.
Furthermore one  cannot  substltute  /3*(X1,X)  by p(X’,X)  in Proposmon  1.5, smce  (cp,  11. II),
where ij.i/ isana~bitraryno~mon~,isaDF-spacewhichhasS,,but((~,  li.jl)‘, (3((q,  Il.lI)‘,  <p))
is u  Banach  space. In the following proposition we presenta positive result  for an  equivalente.
1.11 Proposition.
Let (X,  ‘3) be i, locally complete space, such that the strong  dual  (X’, fl(X’,X))  is u  Fréchet
space. (Such  spaces are called df-spaces,  see  112.4.1.)  Then the following are equivalent:
i) (X,  3) is without S,.
ii) (X’, p(X’,X))  admits a continuous norm.
iii) (X’, fi”(X’,X))  admits a continuous norm.
PIXWIf:
Because  of [Corollary 10.2.21  and Proposition 1.9 it is enough  to prove i) =+  ii). SO we
suppose (X’, B(X’,  X)) not  to admit a continuous ~norm. As (X,  3) is a df-space, (X’, /3(X(,X)>
is a R-échet  space without continuous norm, such that it f«llows from  [ 18, Theorem 7.2.71  that
(X’, b(X’,X)>  contains w as  a topologica1 subspace. Sine  w is minimal,  it is a topologica1
subspace  of (X’,  a(X’,X))  and even  complemented in (X’, o(X),  X)).  Thus (X,  ‘3) contains a
closed  subspace  of countably  infinite codimension  and hence by Proposition 1.3 it has S,,
which is a contradiction to i). q
As an  application of Proposition 1. I I we can supplement  Example  1.8 b)  by more countably
barrelled spaces without S,,  which al-e not barrelled.
1.12 Proposition.
Let (E, S) be a Fréchet space which is not distinguished, such that (E”,  j3(E”, E)) admits
a continuous norm. Then (E’, f3(E’,  E)) is countably  barrelled,  without S,,  but not barrelled
and hence not quasi-Baire.
PlWBf:
Since  (E, S) is not distinguished, (E’, P(E’, E)) is not  barrelled,  but countably barrelled
since (E, <3)  is metrizable.  As (E”, fi(E”,  E’)) admits a continuous norm  from  Proposition
1.11 it follows that (E’, @(d,  E)) is without S,. q
In the next  example  we will show that S, is neighter inherited  from  a space by its bidual,
nor  fi-«m the bidual  by the origina1 space.
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1.13 Example.
Let (E, CJ)  = E(el - cO,  e2) be the LB-space of Moscatelli type with rcspect  to (PZ,  //  11)
and (CO,  /I  Il,).  Then (E, 3) is without S,,  but its bidual  (E”, fi(E”,  E’)) has  .S,,.
Proof:
Sine  t?z  is dense in (CO,  1)  11,) it follows f?om  Corollary  1.6, that (E, 5) is quasi-Baire
and hence without S,.  Moreover  follows from [6,  Puoposition  2.61 that the strong  dual
(E’, fi(E’, E)) is topologically isomorphic to the projective limit of Moscatellli  type F(P, -
CZ,  CZ)  =: F withrespectto  (C,,  II.II,) and (E2, 11. li?), which isdistinguished by loc.  at., whence
(E”,  fi(E”,  E’)) = (F’, fi(F’,  F)) is an  LB-space. Thus the identity  k/ : (E”,  (3(E”,  E’)) -
(F’, /3(F’,  F)) is a continuota,  linea  bijection between  LB-spaces and hence  open by the open
mapping theorem fol- LF-spaces  [2Y,  Theorem 8.4.1 Il. Now it follows from  16, Proposition
2.31. thut  (F’, B(F’,fl>  is topologically isomorphic to the induttive limit of Moscatelli type
E(P> - 9,, 9~)withrespectto(Pz,  jl.ll>)and(P,,  II.jl,),suchthataltogether(E”,  (3(E”,E’))
is topologically isomorphic to E(P2  + t,, PZ).  But since CZ  is not dense in (8,, Ij llx), we
get from Corollery  I .6, that E(O> - l!,,  P?)  has S,. q
Furthermore (<p,  o(<p,  IQ)) is anexampleofaspace  which has S,,  but its biduel (w,  o(w,  <p))
is a Baire space, hence without S,.
By [6,  Proposition 2.141  a projective limit of Moscatelli type F(Y AX,h) with respect
to Banach  spaces  Y, X admits u  continuous nonn  if und only iff is injective. In the next
proposition we extend this characterization to Ics Y and X.
1.14 Proposition.
Let X, Y be Ics,f  : Y + X be a lineal-  continuous map  and Ih, II  11) be an  arbitlary  nBss.
Then far  F := F(Y iX.h)  the following are equivalent:
i) f(r) admits a continuous norm  and f is injective.
ii) F admits a continuous norm.
Pr00f:
We may  assume that X = .f(Y). Let 11  be a continuous norm  on ,f( Y). Then F(x) :=
~/@(x,,)),,,rll  is a continuous norm  on h(X). Furthermol-e  the mapf  : F - h(X), (J,~)~,~~  h
(~‘(J,,)),,,~,J is continuous, linear  and injective, such that we get  altogether  that  fi of  is a
continuow  norm  on F.
Now let p be a continuous norm  on F. Since  W := {y  E F : p(y)  < I} t Lio( there  is
II E  N and U E  U”(X)  such that
l<(O) n<mO’di>J  E  F: IlWh< ,,,(/~UV(~‘i)))i>,,)lI  5  1) c w.
Assume that  there  is r E  Y\{O},  such  that  f(y)  = 0. Then for all (an)aeN  E  q,  it i?
((Oh  < ,/>  h/v’(~,~N,>,,)  = 0, hence  {((Oh < >/> (aiy)a>,,)  : (ai)~~~ E  q~}  isalineur  subspace
of F which is contained  in W, a contrudiction to ?’  #  0. This prova  the injectivity  off.
Moreover  po  is a continuous seminorm on X, which is a nonn.  In fkt,  ii’/~&‘(~)) = 0 for
some y t Y, then p(b,,i?)i,~  E  W for every  p  E  K.  BUI since  W contains  no linear  subspace
different  from  {0}, we get J = 0. q
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1.15 Remark.
Condition i) in Proposition 1.14  czumot  be substituted  by
[ i’)] X admits a continuous norm  andf  is injective.
even  if we assume,~(Y)  10  be dense in X. In fact  it suftìces to present  a (metrirable)  Ics
Y with continuous ~norm. whose  completion X := ? does  not admit a continuous  lnorm  (see
Example 1.16). Then RY  - X, h)  has a continuous norm, but  X not.
1.16 Example.
Thwe exists a FI-échet  space X without  continuous nonn,  wbicb  contains  a dense linear
subspace  Z i X which admits il continuous norm.
Proof:
Let iì be the LISUI Fréchet  space topology  01, w and let  Q be a Banach topology  01, w. Thic
ih possible  since  w and f, both huve  (algebraic) dimension  card(R)  [ZY, Theorem 22.41.  We
denote  by 3 A  Q the final  locally convex  topology on w witb  respect  to (id : (w,  3) - w)
and (id : (w,  Q) - w).
First  of illI we prove that L := m’JAi’ IS finite codimensional  in w. In fact  from  [ 12,
Lemma l] we obtain  that
q : (CU.  Q) x (Cu,  S) - (Cu.&?  A  3)(X,J)  Y nt.,
is linear, continoous  and open. As (w,  p)  x (w, 3) is complete and metrizable, (cu,  3  A  p)  is
complete and semimetrizable.  Now let M  be an  algebraic complement of L in w. Then we get
that for the quotient map y,. : w - w /L the bijective restriction  q,. : (M,  (9 A  8) n M)  -
(w,?  A  p)/L  ih  a topological  isomorphism.  Thus w = L ,i M and since  L is  closed
in (w,  ~1 and in (w,  :ì),  (w,  Q) / L and (w,  3) /L  are also  complete and metrizable. B y
the closed graph  theorem  wc get  that  the identities id : (w, Q) / L - (w, :ì A p)  / L and
id : (LU.  S) / L - (LU,  S A  g)  / L al-e topologicnlly  isomorphic,  such that altogether
-,/L=&2/L=(JA&3)/L.
As Q  / L is nonued  and 3 /L  is weak  topologically,  is follows that  (w, <j) / L is finite dimen-
sional.
Now we define  A- := {(x,-x)  t w x w : x  t w} and 2  := A- + M  x M  and we
prove, that Z is dense in X := (w,3)  x (w,~). SO let  (o,j>)  E  w x w, U E  UO(W,~)
and V E  &(w, 2) be given.  Sine  ‘1 ic a quotient map,  li + V is a O-nbhd  in (w,3  A  9).
As M  is dense in (w, ‘3  A  g), we get  that (o + h + li + V)  n M #  ti.  Tbus  we can  find
: E  M, u  E  U.  /’  E  V with ; = CI + h  + u + LI Consequently
(0,b) = (0 + If + 2, -(LI + LI + 3) + c-z, 2)
and hence  ((u,  h)  + U x V)  n Z # ti.
Finally we have  to show that  there  exist u  continuous norm  on  Z, but not on X. Since
(w.  ij) is a complemented subspace  of X, there  an‘t  exist a continuoub  norm  on  X. Now Iet
,l : x  - LO,  X[,(.h?<) H l/).Ili>. where /l  II&,  is a continuous norm  on (w,  8). It is easy
to see  that u 1~~  is u  continuous nwm.  As we have  that (M.  3 A  en  M)  is Hausdorff and
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finite dimensional, thele exists a continuous norm  i/ 11 on (M, C, A  p n M).  Thus there  is a
0-nhhd TV  = V in (w,S A  @)  with VnM  c {X  E  M  : //x1/  5 I} =: U.  C»nsequentlypv is a
continuous seminorm on (w, <j A  8) and since I)&)  = Il.!-//  forali .r E  M.  it is il continuous
norm  on (M,  3 A  @  n M).  Thus 11”  o  y is a continuous seminorm on X and hence also
/:x - IO,  x[(-Y,?.)  + @v  0 9)(.r,!.)  + p(.r,!.)
ih  n  continuous seminorm on  X. Now we will show that  it is a continuous  norm  on Z.  Clearly
it is a continuous seminoro?  on Z. SO let  (0.0) #  (x.x) E  Z he given.  Then there  exists
(11, v)  E  M x M  und (w,  -w) E  Am  with (.r,y)  = (II,  v)  + (w,  -w). If (II,  v)  = (0,  0) we get
il: #  0 and hence /(x,?.) > /l(iv,  -w) > 0. If (u,  1,) #  (0,O) we may  assume Cu,  v)  @  A- such
that y(x,?)  = II + v  # 0 and hence [(.x,?.) > />!,(u + 1,) > 0. Thus / is a continuous norm  on 2
and we are done. 0
2. PROJECTIVE LIMITS
In this section we examine  the stability of the Baire properties delìned  in Definition 0.3
underprojectivc limits. As every complete Ics is the projective limit of Banach  spaces, these
properties ilre not inherited  hy projective limits in general. Bot  even  for countable projective
limits this i? not true,  since W.  Roelke et. al. [32] constructed examples of countable
projective limi& of separable,  normable Baire  spaces, which are anot  bxrelled.  Analogous  to
these  examples we construct  in the followin:  example  countable projective limitq of Baii-e
spaces, which has S, and are not  O,-barrelled.
2.1 Example  (cf. [S,  2.11)
Let (X.  ‘3) be a Hausdorff Ics conramm_p  a dense linear subspace  Y of counrably  infinite
codimension, such that  (Y.‘> n r) is a Baire  space.
Such a space can  be found  in every infinite dimensional Hausdol-ff  Iocally convex  Baire
space X. In fact,  let  X be an  arbitrary locally convex  Baire space of infinite dimension.  We
choose  a linear  subspace  Z io X, such that dimX / Z is countahly  iniinite and ri cobasis (-l,,)iit~
of Z in X. Thus X = &, L,,, where L,, = Z + [x,, .,x,,] for all II E  N, whence L,, is  not
meagre in X far  a suitable II t N. Consequently L,, is a dense Baire subspace  of X, cf. [32,1].
Let again  (x,,),,~~  he a cobasis  of Y in X. Then far every II E  N the topology z>,,  of the
topological  direct sum (Y  + [x,,, : ?n>  n])  9 1x,.  ,x>,] is a Ics Baire space topology  on
X und Dj,+l > n,,. The projective limit of the projective sequence  ((X,  D>,),,En,, (ir/x),,,>,,)
of Baire spaces  is topologically isomorphic to X provided  with the supremum  topology
i3 := V,,,,,D,,,  which has S,,  hecause Y is a closed  linea]-  subspace  of (X,‘D)  of countably
intinite  codimension.
Furthermore (X, z>) is not  ex-barrelled.  For each  II t N there  is ‘I’,,  t (X,  D,,)‘.  such that
Yd l,Y+l.~,,,m>li,,= 0 and ‘i’,,(s,) = 1 far all 1 < .j 5  II.  Then clearly {Il’. : n  E  N} i (X, DD)’
is pointwise  bounded, but not  equicontinuous. In tact  the space L := [x,,, : nz E  N]  plovided
with il, n L is topologically isomorphic to (<p,  U(V, r~p))  (transitivity  of the  initial  topology),
such that  far  all .i = C,,,, oc,,&  E  L It 1s true that hm,,-,‘y!,(S) = c,,,, LT,  md (1 )m # v
and thus we are  done.
Now we examine a special class  of projective limits. which are called stricl.
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2.2 Definition.
Wc cali a projective system of Ics ((X,,  Si)+,,  &i)a < i) strict, if the linking maps,fn,  are open
far  all k < i, i E 1.
Far countable  I this definition coinsides  with the definition  of a strict  projective sequence
((E,,),,tnn,  @,,,,,,),,,>,,) of [ 13 1. In the  following we present  some connections  between  projective
systems  with open linking maps and wch with open projections
2.3 Kemark
Let (X,  3) = projiE,((X,, tì,),  (ii,)i  < ,) be the projective limit  of a projective system of Ics
(X,,3,),E,.  We considel-  the following statements:
i) the canonica1 projections pl-, : (X.  J) - (X,,  _  ,‘ì ) are open far al1 i  t 1.
ii) the linking maps,fn,  : (X,,  3,) i  (X,, $7~)  are open far  all k < i with i, k E 1.
Then i) =+  ii) is always  true  whereas  ii) + i) is tme if the pl-ojections  /I’;  are sujective  foI
all i  E  1.
PKWf:
i)  i ii)
Let k,i E  / with k<i be given.  Furthermore  let  Li be  CI 0.nbhd  in (X,.5,).  A s  p’;
is continuous,  we get  /n-‘(U)  t Z&X,  3) and sine  ,IQ is open we get  /v~@r;~‘(U)) E
UdXi,‘S~).  Now let  y  t pr;‘(U)  be given. As /~r-~(-)  = ,fi<@~;(y))  and />r;(y)  F CI we get
/vi(y)  l ,fn,(U) and thus,fi,(U) 1  /v~@r;-  l(U)). such that,fi,  is open.
ii) *  i)
Let the canonical  projections be surjcctive  and the linking maps  be open. Furthermore
let  i  E  / and  U E  &(X,Cì)  be  given.  As ‘3  is the initial  topology  with respect  t» (/“i),t,
we obtain that there  is k t / and V t &(XJ,,‘~~) with pr;‘(V)  c U.  Without loss  of
generality  we may assume k > i. As .fii is open we get  ,Ji(V)  E Uc,(Xi,  5,)  and since
pri@rAm’(V))  =J~(pr~@r;‘(V>))  we get  with the wjectivity  of/vi  that
/l,;(U)  3/~l-,@,i’(v))  =ji(/~iio~‘;‘w)
= .fi(V) t m,lW,,  ‘2,)
and thus ,w,  is open. q
It is easy to see  that the linking maps.fi~  are sujective  if the canonica1  projections 1,‘; al-e
surjective.  For a projective sequence (X,  ‘2;)  = proj,,,, (X,, $1) of Ics the statements i) and
ii) a~-e  equivalent.  In fact  it is enough  to prove that  the canonica1 projections are w-jective.
SO let y  E  X,  be given. As the linking maps  ae wjective,  we can  tind  xk+~ t Xk+,  with
.fi.n+l(sk+l)  = .xi. Inductively we obtain an  x E  X with /x9,(.x)  = s,, = .f;,..+l(x,,+~) far  al1
II E  N and altogether  11ri is surjective. This shows tbat  the Definition  2.2 is compatible to
the definition of a strict projective sequence giva  in 129,  Definition 8.4.271, cf. also  [13,
page  54915501.  For an  uncountable  set 1  the  statements i) and ii) are not  equivalent,  as  the
followinf  example  shows.
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2.4 Example.
There  exists a projective  limit Z = proj LEK(YK,p~I.)  of Banach spaces Yr with open linking
maps.  such fhat  the canonica1 projections are not surjective.
PKd?
Let X be a locally  compact Hausdot-ff  space which is not normal.  S&h a space can be
found  in 114,  Example 33.141.  As X is not nonnal.  thwe  exists  closed not empty  ubsets  A,
B c X with  A n B = 01,  such  that for every  open subset  U and V in X with A C U and B C  V,
we  have  li n V # C’!.  Consequently  therc cxists  no confinuous  function .f’ : X - R with
f l,,=  I and.f  IR= 0.  Far  eveq compact subset  K c X we  delinc
YK  := {,f : K - R :,f is continuou and 3,  EKf  iInx=  c,j I,j,,,y=  O}.
A standai-d  proof  shows that  Y, is a closed, linea  subspace  of (C(K),  11  11,)  and hence
(Y,, 11  11,)  is a Banach space forewy compact subset  K c X.
Now let 1 := {K c X : Kis compact}. / is directed  by inclusion  “C”. Furthermore  fa
every  K, L E  1  with K c L the map
PKL : (Yl.%  I l 11x1  - (YK>  Il IlxY - f IR
ts  welldehned,  Imear  and continuous as  it is norm  decl-easing. Moreover  ,>,.,.  = id  and tot
K c L c M with K, L,M t I it is true thatI>Ki  o,I,.,~, = ,I~,~,.
The rnaps,>~~  are surjective. In fact,  1et.f  : K -s R be a continuous map  with.f l,\“x=  (
andf  IBr,~=  0 for c E R. Then the function
{
f(.v) ,.,- E K
,s:KU(AnL)U(BflL)iR.rh  c .rEAflL
0 .reBnL
is welldetined  and continuous [Proposition 2.1.131.  As L is ~normal  und K U CA  n L)  U (Rn  L)
is closed in Lit follows  by the extension theorem of Tietze-Urysohn  114,  Theorem  2. I .8),  that
there exists  a continuous extension 11 : L - R of g.  Thus h t Y,. and ~>~,.(h)  = f, wch  that
pi,.  is surjective.
As(Y,.,~I-lI,)and(Y~,lI.lI,)a~-eB~ax  1 5 xes we  get fi-om the open mupping  theorem,.I .p’ ._
that  /lK,. is ulso  open. Altogether  the spaces (Y,, II I[  T) with  the linkin_r  ~naps,>~,.  far  K i L
with K, L.  E I define  u pt-ojective  system  of Banach spaces with  open linking  maps.
Finally we  show that  the canonica1  projections  Z := proj,.,,((Y,~, II Il,),  (/II(I)~~,.)  -
(YK.  lj 11,)  are not surjective. SO let cr E A and h E B. As X is Hausdorff  K := {a,O}  is
compact in X and
0 - I
h : K i  R
6 -, 0
is welldetined  and continuous with 11 I,,“K=  I and II Illn~=  0, wch  that II E YK. Suppose
that the canonica1 projection  ~7~  : Z - YK. (/L)L~I  + .fK is stujective.  Thus  there exists
VL)L~,  E Z withfK  = /I. Clexly
f : X - R.Y +-J’L(.v)fotx  E L
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is welldefined and also  c”ntinu”us,  as  X is locally compact. It is easy  t” see  thatf  1.,=  1 and
f IB=  0. But this is u  contradiction  t”  the choice of A and B. q
We would like t” remark that  Z is topologically isomorphic to C(X) with the compact open
topology,  cf. 4s”  118,  Proposition  3.631,  where far  a completely regular  Hausdol-ff  space
X such  a projective limit  is contructed  in order t” represent  the completion of C(X) with the
compact open topo1ogy.
In the following example  we present  a projective limi1 of Banach spaces  with open canonica1
projections,  which is not  barrelIed.  Tho,  in general we cunnot  expect “good”  permanente
propertics  f”r  wict  projective limits.
2.5 Example (cf. [5,2.2].
Let I be an  uncountablc  set. We consider  the projective system  of Banach spaces
(P, (J))J~,.J~,~,~“,.,,,,~  with respect 1” the natura1  pmjections
el(K) - ~ILm,u,),,, H (x,)>&  i K c I, K countable)
as  linking maps.  Let  3 denote  the initial topol«gy  on f,(1) with respect t” the natural
projections,>J  : I,(I)  - (!,<J>,i1 Ii,)(J  c  Icountable).  According  t” [S] and [IO], <!,</>,3)
is a complete Hausdorff DF-space, which is n”t  barrelled and whose  strong  dual  is a Banach
space. Now
rl : (Bl(O,  SI - X := PG,,.,,,  , , , , ,,,,,$  Uh  Il I l I 1
(-I.,k/  - (<~;!,‘)iEJ)/Cl.llr,,Il.lhlc
is welldefined, linea and injeclive. Because  of the transitivity  of initial  topologies  it is also
continuous  and open ont”  the unge.  New  we show thut the range  is dense in X.  SO let
x = ((~-,‘),E.I).lil.c,l”a*i>lr E  X and U E  U,>(X) be giva.  Then there  exists il countable subset
./o  c 1  with ker/r,,,  c LI far the canonica1  projections ,vJ : X - (C,(J), 11 Il,). Now let
.7 ‘= <<+)i~  ,,,, (0)it,,~,,).  Then ; E  e,  (1) und
p,s,,(q(z) - x) =
/~‘j,,KXjk.~,,“,~  (O),, I ,,,, )JC/.L<  /111  i\.ddc) ~ /,,n,(((.\~)iEJ)ICl.r 11,111  I.&hlC)
=  ( A t a ,  - (d%J,,
= (O,J,,
Thus q(c)  - I E  kqr,,,  c U and consequently  q(!,(/))  is dense in X. Altogether  q is a
suljective  topologica1  isomorphism  and hence  X is not  ban-elled.
Moreover  fol- evel-y  countable subset  J c 1  the natural  canonica1  pl-ojection  pJ  : (8,(l),  3)
-(e,(J), ~I.~I,)is”pen,as’3  isc”arserthanthe~/.//,-topology”nC,(/)andsince(~,(O,  l/.II,)
is a Banach space we obtain  from  Proposition I .5 b)  that also  (C,(I), 9) is without S,.
In contrast  t” Example  2.5 we get  positive Issults  t’or  strict  pl-ojective  sequences.  But before
proving  them we need  some technical  preparation.
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2.6 Proposition.
Let (X,,, 3,>),,tN  be a projective sequence of Ics with respect to linear  continuous  linking
maps~>,~.,,+,  : (X,,,,,  9,,+,)  - (X,,,  Q,,),  let  (X,  9) := proj,,,,(X,,,  3,,) be the corresponding
projective limit  and fot  all II E  N let ,J,~ : X - X,, denote  the canonica1  projection. If
x  = U,EN A,,, where each  A,, is u  closed balunced  subset  of (X,  S), then  there  are ~1,  II E  N,
such that  kerl>,,, c  A,,.
PlWOf:
Foreach II t N ler  D,,  denote  the discrete topology on X,,, and let ‘D  be the initial topology on
X with respect to @.  : X -, (X,,,  D,!))8St,.  Then the embedding (X,  ‘DD) - n,,,,<X,,,  D,,)  is
a linear  homomorphism onta  a closed subset  of n,,,, (X,,, ID,,), which is completely metrizable
as  a counrable  product  of completely metl-izable spuces.  Thur (X,  V) is a Baire space.
As V 3  iì all A,, are  closed in (X, DD).  Therefore there  are II E  N,x  E  A,, and n? E  N,
such that i + ker/?,,, c A,,. Let  ?‘  E  kel-/l,,, be given.  Then far  all k E N it is  true  that
.I + kx  E  x + kerp,,,  c A,,, hence, as  A,, is  balanced  we get fx t? = i<x + kx)  E  A,,. As
limi_,(~x  + y)  = ?‘  in (X,  iì) and as  A,, is closed in (X,  3),  we obrain  that  J t A,,, which
proves  that  ker/j,,,  c A,,. 0
Far  the following two results  see  also  [S, Pi.oposition  2.31.
2.7 Lemma.
Let (X,.  3i)iF,  be aprojective system  of Ics with respect  to linearcontinuous and open maps
,,ik : (Xi, (An)  - (X,, Si)(i  < k), let (X,  S) := pl-oj,,,(Xi, Si)  be the coxesponding projective
limit and assume that  for all i t 1  the canonica1  projection pi : (X.  3) - (X,,  3,)  is open
(see  Remurk 2.3). Let (AI,),,EIIl  be  an  incrcasing  sequence of absolutely  convex  closed sets in
(X,  3). such that  X = &, A,,. Furthel-more  assume that
(1) far  each  i E  I,  there  is n(i) E  N wch ~hat  p,(A,,,;,) (“.‘*’ is a 0.nbhd  ill (X,, 9,)  and
(2) there  are II E  N and i t I such that  ker/>, i A,,.
Then there  is m E  N. such that  A,,, is a O-nbhd in (X,  9).
PlTlOf:
Let 11, i be as  in (2). By (1) there  ism  E  N such  that,>,o’x’:‘.‘i” t m,(X,, 3,). As the (A&r
are increasing,  we may  assume thnt  II < 1~.  whence ker/li  c A,,,. Now C := A,,, + ker/l,
0.~~
is a closed subset  of (X,  3) satisfying  C = C+ ker/l;  = ,?;‘@,(C)).  Since,~,  is open,/~,(C)  is
a closed subset  of (X,, 3,). Moreover  as  A,,, c C, we obtain  that,,,(A,,,)‘X’.“l c /13(c).  whence
/J;(C)  E  Z&X,,:j,)  and C = /I;‘@~<C))  E  U(,(X,  2).  Finally C c A,,,’  c 2A,,,,  which
implies that 2A,,, and hence A,,, are 0-nbhds in (X,  ‘3). 0
From Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 we immediately  obtain the following proposition.
2.8 Proposition.
Let ((X,,,3,,),,,*,,0,,,.,,+,),iEn,)  be a strict projective sequence of Ics and let (X,  3) :=
proj,,En,(X,a,  iì,,).  Then the followine statements  hold:
a) All  (X,,.  %,,) are barrelled if and only  if (X,  9) is barrelled.
b) All  (X,,,  ij-,,) are without S, ‘f dI m only if (X,  3) is wirhout  S,.
c) Al1  (X,,,  !I,,)  are  quasi-Baire if and only if (X,  9) is quasi-Baire.
d)  All  (X ,,,  :ì,,)  are  Bairelike  if and only  if (X, 3) is Bairelike.
As the canonical  projections  are open, only  “ +” ne& a proof in (a)-(d).
a) IfA is a barrel  in (X,  3),  putA,,  := HA  for all n  t N. Then by Proposition 2.6 condition  (2)
in Lemma 2.1 is satisfied and condition (1) of Lemma 2.1 follows from  the barrelledness
of the (X,,,  S.)(n E  N), wch that  mA  and hence A is a 0.nbhd  in (X,  ‘3). Thus (X, 3) is
bari-elled.
b)  If X is the increasing  union of closed subspaces A,,(u  E  N), then  again  by Proposition
2.6 condition (2) in Lemma 2.7 is satisfìed  and condition (1) of Lemma 2.7 is true  ils al1
w,, I %, ) are wifhout  S,.  By Lemma 2.7 we obtain that thels is ,n E  N, such that  A,,, is a
0-nbhd and  hence we get  that (X,  CI)  is without S,.
c)  This fOllows  immediately by (a)  and(b).
d) If X is the increasing  union of closed absolutely  convex  subset,,  we obtain by Proposition
2.6 that condition (2) in Lemma 2.1 is satisfìed  and as  all (X,,, S,,) are Bail-elike also
condition (1) in Lemma 2.7 is tt-ue.  Thus by Lemma 2.7 we get  that (X,  $) is Bairelike.
Unfol-tunately  we cannot  present an  analo:ous result for “db” or  ‘ùnordel-ed  Bairelike”.
The crucial  point  which we couldn’t  overcome is the following.  If X = lJ,,,,A,,  with
A,, = TA,,@  E  N)  then the Proposition 2.6 yields  n,nz  t N such  that kq,,,  c  A,,. But we
would need:  there  is n,  E  N, such that U,,., ,>,,,  c ,,,,  p,,,(A,,)  = X,,,.
We also  cannot  present an  analogous  I-ewlt for “Baire”. In fact,  we might start with
x  = u,,,, K, where C is a closed balanced  ubsorbing  wbset of (X,  S),  see  115,  Theorem Il.
But from Proposition 2.6 and the proof of Lemma 2.1 we only  obtain that ne,  ,, C + cCX is
a 0.nbhd  in (X,  3),  whereby we have  to show that  C is a 0.nbhd  in (X, ij).
However  we can present a negative result concering  uncountable  strict  projectice limits.
2.9 Example  (cf. [5,2.5]).
As in Example  2.5 let  I be an  uncountable  set and moreover  let (t,(1),  3) = pr~,j,~,.~~,,,,,~~,~
(P,(J), 11 Il,). For every  J i I countable  let  D,, denote  the discrete topology  on C,(J)
and let  D denote  the initial  topology  on f,(1)  with respect  to the canonica1 pt-ojections
010 : ~IU)  - ((CI (JL amo,),,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,). Th en in particular  (e,(I).  D) is an  abelian  topologica1
group  which is the projective  limit  with respect  to discret  abelian  topological  groups,  which
are of cowce complete metrizable,  hence Baire.
We show tbat  (e,(/),D)  is not Baire. In fact.  we know from  Example  2.5 that  (C,(I), 3) is
not  barrelled.  Therefor  [bere exists u  barre1  A in (C,  (1).  S), which is not a 0.nbhd.  MOI-eove
PI (0 = u,,,, nA.  If (X, DD)  were Beire, we would obtein II E  N,.x E  IIA and  J c I countable,
such that .r + ker/>r,  c IIA.  As A is absorbin,,0  there  is II~  E  N, such that x E  mA, whence
ker/n:,  c  (un  + n)A,  which prova  that condition (2) in Lemma 2.1 is satisfied. Condition
(1) is also  satisfied, as  all (P,(J),  /i  11 ), tue  anach  spaces.  Consequently,  Lemma 2.7 wouldB
yield that A is a 0.nbhd in (l,(I), 9). a contradiction.
Thus we havc  proved,  that the projective  limit  of discrete abelian  topologica1 groups  need
not be Baire. Moreover  an  analogue  to Proposition 2.X does not  hold for arbitrary projective
limits.
In contrast  to what was  said afta Proposition 2.8, we can offer  a positive result  concerning
(db). unordered  Bairelike and Baire for countable  strict projective  limi@ of a special shape.
2.10 Remark.
Let (Y, 5) be 8
that  n,,cNL,, =
Ics and (L,,),,,w  be a decreasing  sequence of closed linear  subspaces,  such
{O}. Then the sequence  of quotient spaces  (Y, i;)/ L,, with the linking
maps  6,,,  : Y/L,,,  - Y/L,,,x + L,,, H x + LI,  is a strict projective sequence. Let
(Z,  ,g)  := proj,,&(Y,  S) / L,,, (cl,,.,,,,))  be thecorresponding  pl-ojective  limit. Moreoverlet  D,,
be the discrete topology  on Y / L,, and (Z, DD)  := proj,,,,((Y  / L,,, ‘D,,), (qr  ,,,,  +,)).  Furthermore
let
q:(Y,%)- (Z,  P)J - (.v + Lh and
h : (Y,S)  x (Z,D) + (Z,P)(?,Z)  -q(r)  +z
a)  h is open.
b)Leti:(Y,~)-(YxZ,12xiT>)) - (j, 0) and let  (B,,&  il seqoences  of closed
absolutely  convex  subsets  o f  (Y  x Z,3  x DD)  w i t h  Y  x Z  = U,,FMR,,.  Moreover  let._.
J := {n t N : im’(B,,)  E  ZMY, S)}.  If (Y, 3) is unordered  Bairelike,  then  it is true  that
Y x z = u ,,ti ,nB,,.!,,El
PlVOf:
aj  ?l is clearly welldetined.  linea  and contmuous.  It is mjectwe  as  n,,,, L,, = {O}.
It is immediate that h  is welldefined,  linea,  continuous and surjective.  TO show that h is
open let U E  %(Y,  S) and W E  Z&(Z,  D) be @en.  Then  there  is II t N, such  that  ker/l,z i W
for the canonica1 projection  ,>,,  : Z + Y / L,,. It is true  that
In fact,  let  u  E  U and LI E  kerp,,  be given.  Then q(u)  = (9~(11))~~,~4  with the canonica1
quotient rnap  c/,,  : (Y, 2) - (Y, 3) /L,,.  This Proves  “C”. TO  get  “3“ let i,: = (n>h)ltu  E  Z
such that /J,,(W)  E  q.(U) be giva.  Then there  is u  E  Li with M;,  = y,,(u) and hence
/>>,(q(u)-M’)  = /‘,,((41(~))i~u)-‘l,,(u)  = 0. Thusq(u-w  t kerl>,, andhenceb,’  E  rl(U)+ker/>,,,
which Proves  (*).
As CI,,  is open. q,,(U) E  &((Y,  3) /L,,)  and sine,,,,  is continuous we set  that,~,;‘(~,,(U))  E
Z&(Z.  $). Thus we obtain
h(U  x w) = TI(U)  + W 3  q(U) + kerl,.
= P,‘(%,(W)  t m,K  PI
and hence h  is open.
b)  Suppose this is not  true.  As far all II E  N U,,,Ea mB,,  is a linear  subspace  of Y x Z we obtain
by 129,  Lemma 9.1321  that
Y x Z = u mB,,
‘52
and hence
Y =  u K’(B,,).
,S’
B<URa I’r<~,~“‘i~~s  0,  LOL  diy  Come, s,mce.T 24-l
AS (Y, ‘3) IS  unordered Bairehke,  there exists IPI E N,J?  E N\J,  such  thut mF'(B,,) E
Uo(Y, ‘3) and hencr  i-‘(B,,) t Uo(Y, 3). But  this is a contradiction  to  I? f#  J. 0
2.11 Proposition.
Let  (Y. ‘3) bea Ics and (L,,),,,N bea decreasing  sequence of closed  linear  subspaces  of (Y, S),
such that  n,,,,L,, = {O}. Moreover  let q //,,,  +, : Y/L,,+, - Y/L  ,/,, r+ L,,,, ++ x+ L,,
and let (Z. Q) := proj,et,((Y,  ‘3) /L,,, (q,,  i,+l))  be the corresponding  stria projective  limit.
Then the following statements are true:
a)  If (Y, 3) is a Bairc  space, then  (Z, 8) is a Baire  space. (cf. (2.41)
b) If (Y, 2) is a unordered  Bairelike,  then  (Z, g) is unordelzd  Bairelike.
c)  If (Y, 9) is a db-space, then  (Z, Q) is a db-space.
PlTWfi
Let  (Z, V),  h and q be as  in Remark  2. IO. Then (Z, D) is a complete metrizable  topologica1
group  and hence  a Baire  space.
a)  If(Y, 3) is u Baire  space, we  obtain  by [l, Theorem  4.21  and [28,  5.1  that (Y x Z, 3 x D)
is a Baire  space. As  h : (Y x Z, S x D) h (Z. Q) is linear,  conlinuous,  what is immediate
and open by Remark  2. IO, this implies  that also  (Z. 8) is a Baire  space.
b) Let (A,,),,cnr  be a sequence ofclosed  absolutely convex  subsets  of(Z,  m) with 2 = U,,,,A,,.
As h is continuous and linex. (/I~‘(A,,)),,~~  is a sequence of closed  absolutely  convex
subsets  of (Y x 2.3  x 27)  with
Y x Z = u /?C’(A,,)
ilE*’
Leti:(Y,S)-(YxZ,3x2>),! - (y,O)andJ  := {!I E N : iCIW’(A,,))  E  U”(Y,9)}.
Then it follows  from  Remark  2. IO b), that
; Jd- ‘(A,,)  = Y x Z. (i:)
/,/ El
Now lerj : (Z.‘DD) - (Y x Z,‘S x ‘D).! - (O,.v).  From (*) we  obtain
Z = u mjm’(/~C’(A,,,))
,z
and as  (Z,D) is a Baire  space, there exists n E J and !n E N, such that the set
jm’(/lrI(mA,,))w  has nonempty interior.  Thus  we  get that the differente  mjm’(/lm’(A,,))  -
fr?j-‘(hm’CA,,))  is a 0-nbhd in (Z, 73).  Consequently  the set 2mm’(h~‘(A,,))  (A,, is absolu-
tely  convex) and as  the mulriplication  x - ax,  CI  t K is continuous,  also  jm’(hm’(A,,))
is a 0.nbhd  i n  (Z,D). A s  n E J  al.10  i-‘(h-‘(A,,))  E  &(Y,  3) a n d  altogether  it is
i7’(hm’(A,))  x jm’(hm’(A,,)) aO-nbhd  in (Y x Z,S  x ‘DD).  As
i-‘(h-‘(A,,))  x,j-‘(h-‘(A,,))  = ~C’(/IC’(A,,))  x {0} + {0} x.~~‘(/IC’(A,,))
c /?C’(A,,)  + hm’(A,,)  i 2hC’(A,,)
we obtain that 2hr’(A,,)  and hence K’(A,,)  IS il 0-nbhd I” (Y x Z, S x DD).  Since  h  IS open
this implies  that A,, = h(hm’(A,,))  is a O-nhhd in (Z,  Q).
c) Let (Zt,)I,EN be an  increasing  sequence  of linea  subspaces of Z, such that Z = U,,,,  Z,,. As
(Y, 9) is a db-space, also  (Y, S) / L,, is a db-space and hence Bairelike  far al1 n  E  N. Sine
(Z, 8) is a strict  projective  limit. Proposition 2.X implies  that  (Z,  a) is Bairelike, such that
there  exists II t N with z” = Z. Therefore we may  assume that a;”  = Z for all n  E  N.
Now we must  show that there  exists II E  N, such that (Z,,, $nZ,,,)  is barrelled.  Suppose this
is not bue.  The”  f”r all n  E  N there  is a barre1  C,, in (Z,, , Q n Z,,) such  thilt  c”  @  Z&(Z,  9).
Now let  Y,,, := /IC’(Zj,,)  far all II E  N. Thus Y x Z = lJIIIEh,  Y,,, and ai h  is continuow we
get  that als”  the restriction  of h  t” Y ,,,,  5  Iv,,,:  (Y  ,,,, 3 x D) - G, p n Z,,),Y - Ks) is
continuous, such that hm’(&)  is closed  in (Y  ,,,, 3 x D n Y,,,).
Let i and j ils in b).  The” (im’(Y,,,)),,,tN  is an  increasing  scquence  of linea  subspaces
of (Y,=I) with Y = U,,,,,iF’(Y,,,)  and we define  X,,, := im’(Y,,,)  = im’(hm’(Z,,,)) far  al1
m E  N. As i is continuous and h-‘(C,,,)  is closed in (Y,,,, ‘3  x ‘D  n Y,,,) ulso  im’(hm’(C,,,))
is cloied in (X,,,, 3 f’x,,,)  for all ,n t N. Moreover  i-‘(hm’(&))  is absolutely  convex  and
absorbing,  hence a barre1  in (X,,, , S n X,,,) far  all m E  N. Since
Y = U im’(hm’(Z,,,))  = U X,,,
iOE*’ WEM
and (Y,‘J)  is a db-space, we ohtain that there  exists II E  N snch  that X,, is dense in (Y. 2)
and (X,,,  <3  nX,,) is hamlled.  Thus far  al1  II? > TI we have  that (X,,,, ‘3  nX,,,) is hnrrelled  and
X,,,  is dense in (Y, ‘3). Therefore i-‘(/?F’(C,,,))  is a 0-nbhd in (X,,,, 3 n X,,,) for al1 m $ II.
-~,J
As  X,, = Y we “btuin  fol-  all FU  > II that i-‘U+(C,,,))J  E  U,,(Y, S). Moreover  we have
Z = U kjm’(hm’(C,,,))
,,,  >,,
“U
and as  (Z,  D) is a Baire space there  is m > il, k t N such that  kj-l(/I-I(C,,,))‘D  has nonempty
inferi”n  As C,,, = rC,,,, it follows that
kj-l(/Tr’(C,,,))D - kj-‘(/~-‘(C,,,))~  E  Zh(Z,D)
and l,ence.j--l(/l-‘(C,,,))n  E  m,,(Z,  D). Altogether  we ohtain that
Raire  Prope,rie.r  0, Lm dh  Cmw~  h"pow< 249
ah 2~‘O“Xn and hence mJ xn is il 0-nbhd in (Y x Z, S x D). Since  h  is open
by Remark 2.10 a)  and continuous, /I mJ”“)
(
c /I(/~-~(CJ)~’ = c,” such rhat
c“  is a 0-nbhd in (Z.  c), which is a contradiction to the choice of C,,, and we are done.  0
2.12 Remark.
We would like to remark that in the construction  of the projective limit  in Proposition
2.1 1 the “inclusion” q : (Y, 3) - proj((Y, 3)/L,,,y,,.,,+,)  =: (Z,  p) need  not  be open
onta  the range  or  surjeclive.  In fact  let  Y be a Baire  subspace  of w containing  ‘c,  such that
dimw / Y is infinite (see  Exnmple  2. I or [32,1  .I) provided  with its  relative topology 3 and let
L := (YL,,,iOl x IIn>,,  )K n Y. Then L,,  ” K” and (Z,  9) = w. The inclusion  Y + w
is topologically isomorphic onta  lhc  range  bui  not  surjective.
Far  another  example  let (h,  1)  11)  be ii nBss  and let  L,, as  above.  Then it is true  that
(Z, p)  = w and the inclusion  (h,  /i  11) - w is not open onto the range,  as  w admits no
continuous norm  and clearly not  surjective.
We want  to supplement  this section  about projective limits witb  a result  about  projective
limits which need  nof  he wict.
2.13 Proposition.
Let ((Xj,),,E~.  @,,.,,,),,,>,,) be u  projective sequence  of df-space  X,, (cl’  Proposition  1. Il)
without S,,  let  X := pr4 ,,t,X,,  and II,,  : X i  X,, be the canonica1  projections.  We suppose
that X is reduced  and 9,- barelIed.  Tbrn X is witbout  S,.
PIWOf:
Suppose X 1x1s  S,.  Then from  Proposition  I .4 it follows that X contains  the space (o>.  T(o>.
LU))  complemented, hence there  exists a complemented linea  subspace  L in (X’,  cr  (X1.X))
which is topologically isomol-phic  to LU.
Moreover  asX  is reduced, all the  transpose  mapsy:,  : X;, - X’are  injective.  Conscquently
there  exists a natura1  LF-space topology ;Q  on X’ wbich  is finer  than  0(X/,X).  In fact
(X’, Q) = ind,,,,<X:,, p<X:,, X,,))  and alI (X,,, fi(X:x,X,,))  a~-e  Fréchet spuces.  By Gwthendick’s
Theorem  A [21, Theorem  19.S.41  ,Q  is the ultrabornological  topology associated  with o(X’,X)
on X’. As w is ultrabornological  we obtain by the functorial property  that  ,pflL = m(X’,  X)nL.
Now for all n  t N it is L,, := (J(,)~‘(L)  a closed  and hence Fr&her subspace  of (X:,, b(X;,,
X,1)  and  L = U,zF,g L,,. The  topology %  on L defined  by (L,  !R)  := ind,,&L,,,  fi<Xi,,X,,>  n L,,)
is an  LF-space topology on L which is stronger  than  Q n L = o(X’.X) n L which is a Baire
space. Again  by Theorem  A of Grothendieck there  is II E  N such that  /$,(X:,)  > L. By the
barI-elledness  of L we obtnin  fi-om  the closed  graph  theorem that
d, l(,>:,)r  ,,.,:  K/WC), lxx;,,xJ  n @:,)r’(LE  - w, 8 n LI
IS a topologcel icomol-phism.  We have  proved  that (X7,  o(X:,,X,,>)  containr  a copy  of w,
hence does not admit a continuous norm. a contradiction  to the fact  fbat  X,, is without S, (see
Proposition  1.1 1). 0
We complete this section  with an  application of Proposition 2.13 to a pl-ojective  sequence
which need  not  be stlict.
2.14 Example.
Let Z = ind,,,NZ,,  bea weakly acyclic LF-space (for 8  definition  see  [44, 1. page  581).  such
that  each  Z,,  is a retlexive Fréchet space with continuous nomi. Then the projective sequence
(X,),,,N := <z;,, BG;,, Zn)),,,, , with respect to the natura1  transpose maps  Z;,,  + Zn  for m > II
consists  of reflexive LB-spaces,  which are without S, by Proposition 1.1 1, The projective
limit  X := projI,EEIX,,  is reduced  as  the transpose of the inclusion Z,,  - Z has weakly dense
range,  hence  strongly dense range  by the reflexivity  of X,,. Moreover  X is bornological  by
[44, Lemma 4.11  and [43, Theorem 5.61.  As X is also  complete, we get that  X is barrelled.
From Proposition 2.13 we obtain that  X is even  quasi-Baire.
Easy examples  of weak  acyclic LF-spaces  can be found  in [26, Remark].
3. VECTOR VALUED SPACES
In this section  we will investigate the behaviour  of quasi-Baire and Bairelike  with respect to
the formation of vector  valued  sequence spaces h(x) and also  of projective limits of Moscatelli
tYPe.
First of al1 we will present  a quasi-Baire space E wch that V,(E) has S,.  For this purpose
we start with a technical  lemma. which is in fact  partly known.
3.1 Lemma.
a)  Let (X,,),,tN  be an  induttive sequence of Ics and let X = ind,,,,X,,.  Then the following 81-e
equivalent:
0 L(X)  = U,,,N k&L)
ii) the induttive sequence (X1,),,,, is regular.
We owe this improved version  to J. Wengenroth.
b) Let X. Y be Banach spaces with continuous inclusion Y - X and unit halls A in X and B
in Y, xspectively. Moreover  IelX  be separable.  li C,(Y) is dense in e,(X) then X = Y.
c)  Let X. Y, G, H be Ics with continuous inclusions  Y - X and G - H. lf &(Y x G) is
dense in E,(X x H) then C,(r)  is dense in B,(X).
PkWOf:
a)  ii) + i) is obvious. In order to prove i) + ii) let  B c X be il bounded set. If B is not
a subset  of X,, for all II E  N, there  exists x8, t B\X,, f o r  al1 II t N .  The”  (.\,,)>,E~ E
V,(X)\ UlltN  !,(X,,), a contradiction to i).
SO we may assume B c X1.  Now if B is unbounded  in X,, for each  li E  N, we get that
for all n  t N there  is CI,, c &,(X,,),  such thet for all k  E  N there  exists x,,~  E  B\kU,,. Thus
(h)i<,Atn,  E  kJX)\ &*r  me (X,,),  which is a contradiction to i). This prova  part a).
b)  As X is separable  there  exists a sequence (xp)~,~  in A with {xr : k E  N} = A. Thus
(xk)ntr E  e,(X) and as  f,(Y) is dense in P,(X)  we obtain that there  exists p  > 0, such that
1
Thus A = {x~ : k  E  N) c PB + fA and by induction we get that for al1 k t N it is true  that
Ac;A+(l+++ &PB
From  thic  it follows A c $A  + 2pB  t’or all  k E  N and hence A c 2pB’.  Consequently
the inclusion Y q X is nearly open and by the open mapping theorem  it is open, which
implies X = Y.
c)  Let (x&~  E V,(X)  and U E  U<,(X) be  giva.  Then (xn,O)aeN  E  !,(X x H) and BS
C,(Y  x G) is dense in P,(X x H), there  exists a bounded sequence (.v~,;&~  in Y  x X,
such thar  (xi,O)  - (yi.,zi)  E  li x H far all k E N. Thus .xk - yl E  U far  all k E N and
altogether  e_(Y)  is dense in V,(X). 0
3.2 Example.
Let Y, X be Banach spaces  such that X is separable with continuous  inclusion  Y * X and
unit balls B  in Y and A in X, respectively.  Moreover  let Y c X be a proper  dense subset  and
B  closed in X. For an  arbitrary nBss  (h,  11 11) it is tue  that E := E(Y w X, h)  is quasi-Baire
but e,(E)  has S,.
PlVOf:
As Y is dense in X we get  by Corollary  1.6 that E is quasi-Baire. Moreover  as  B is
closed in X, E is regular  (see  e.g.  [24, Proposition SI),  hence we get  by Lemma 3. I a)
L(E) = u,,,, !,(E,,).  Suppose &(E,,)  is dense in e,(E)  far  some II t N. Then by Lemma
3.1 c) we obtain that e_(Y)  is dense in e,(X) and as  X is separable  we get  from  Lemma 3.1
b)  that  Y = X, which is a contradiction  to the assumption. Thus e,(E)  has S,. 0
Space  used in Example 3.2 are forexample  Y = (PZ,  11 112)  and X = ((3,  /i  11~).  In contmst
to tbis we get  a positive result  far projective limits  of Moscatelli type far the property  without
S,, if X satisfies the following countable boundedness condition, see  Definition 3.3.
3.3 Definition.
A Ics (X, 3) satisfies the countable boundedness condition, if far  every  sequence (B,,)I,E~
of bounded sets there  exists a sequence of scalars  (a,J,rEn~  in (0, oc),  such that  lJllt.N CG,&,  is
bounded
Far  example  every  metrizable  Ics satisfies the countable boundedness condition.
3.4 Proposition.
Let X, Y be Ics,.f : Y - X be linear and continuous and we suppose that X satisfies the
countable boundedness condition. Moreover  let (h,  11. II)  b e a nBss  with  sectional convergente.
If Y is without S,,  then also  the corresponding  projective limit  of Moscatelli type F := F(Y L
X, h)  is without S,
PlYMf:
Let L i F be a closed linea  subspace  of countable codimension.  First of al1 we prove that
there  is an  n  t N and a linear  subspace  M  c F with dimM < x, such that
Suppose this is not true.  Then there is u  sequence (Y>‘),,~,v  in @,,EN  Y and a proper  increasing
sequenze  (k,,),,,N  in N with kl  = 1,  such that y!  = 0 far  all n  E  N, n  > I and all k E
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Il,k,Iu~k,,+~,xland
y”  ~L+[.~‘,.‘.,y”~‘l.(*)
As X satisfies  the contable  boundedness condition, there  is a sequence  (oLJ,,~~~ in (0, SC), such
that B  := UIIEN cc,,{f(&;>  : k,, 5  k < k,,,,} is bounded in X. Thus the map
j : CA,  Il Il) + mlhth’  - KBkw;h,,<l  <I,,,,),lEN
is welldefined,  and linea  and continuous, as  it is immediately seen.  As L is  closed in F,
j-‘(L)  is closed is (h,  11 11) ddn countably codimensional  in h.  As (h,  11 11)  is a Banach space
and hence  without S,,  it follows from  Proposition 1.3 that j-‘(L) is of finite codimension in
h.  SO let
ii := Kl)i,,<k<i,,+,  1 melLc,+,lnN)
fol-  al1 IZ E  N. Then ;”  E  ‘p  c h and (z”).~~,  is linearly independent. Since  <p is dense in
(h,  11 11)  it is true  that there  exists I- t N and p,,  ., pJ  t  K with pJ  #  0, such that
Pez’  +.  f prz’  E  j-‘(L)
As j is linea,  we get
pjj(z’)  +  +  p,j(:‘)  E  L .  (**)
From the defìnition ofj und y”  for II E  N it follows thatj(z’)  = a,y’  far  all I < I < r and with
(**)  we obtain
p,  a,y’  + +  I*ror,yr  E  L .
As pr  #  0 we get  that y’  E  L + [y’,  .,y’-‘J  which is a contradiction to (s).
As Y is without S,,  also  the product  n,  < ,/ Y x n,>,,{O}  is without S, by Proposition 1.5
a).  Thus by Proposition 1.3 thwe exists a linear  subspace  N i n,  <,, Y x n,,,,{O}  with
dimN < 30,  such that
pGp =L+N.
Altogether  we obtain that
F = Fn  ~{O}x~Y+~Yx~{O}
(Pt,,  k>,, i<u i>?> 1
C L+M+N
and SS  dimM < x  und dimN < x  we obtain from  Proposition 1.3 that F is without S,. 0
As a corollary we obtain ulso  a positive result far  spaces  of type h(X).
3.5 Corollary.
Let X be a Ics which satisfies the countable  boundedness condition and is without S,.  Let
(h,  11 11) bea nBss  with sectional convergente.  Then h(X) is without 5,.
Especially if X is a metrizable  Ics without S,,  then far every  nBss  (h,  (1  II)  with sectional
convergente  h(X) is without S,.
Now we tu,-”  to the behaviour  of Bairelike with respect to the fortnation  of h(X). Unfortu-
nately  we couldn’t  find  o”t,  whether in general a space of type h(X) is alweys  Beirelike.  if X
is Bairelike and h a nBss. But we will present  partial  positive results.  A first result  follows
immediately  from 116,  Corollary  6.31.
3.6 Proposition.
Let X be il barrelled, metrirable  Ics. The”  far  every  nBss  (h,  1)  11) the space h(X) is a_eain
burrelled  and metrizable,  hence  Bairelike.
For normed  barrelled spaces and h t {f”  : I < p < x} this is also  a result  of the theorem
in [ 191. Moreover  for h = cg  T. Gilsdorf and J. Kakol  hus proved  in [ 171  that q,(E)  is Bairelike
if and only  if E is harrelled and the strong dual  (E’, (3(E’,E))  of E is strong fundatnentally
CI-bounded,  where strong fundamentally !,-bounded is a stronger  property than  the property
(B) of Pietsch, see  the Definition 3.X helow.
As a barrelled space is Bairelike if and only if its completion is Bairelike, the weakly
harrelled Ics, i, e.  Ics X which carry a weak  topology and are barrelled, form nnother fairely
big class  of Bairelike spaces. We will show that they hehave  well with respect to the formation
X + h(X) and start with a well known lemma, a” eas y proof  of which we present  fora sake
of completeness.
3.7 Lemma.
Let (X,),t, he a family  of Ics and let  (h,  11 11) b e a nBss.  The”  h (n,,,Xr)  is topologically
isomorphic to &, h(X,).
Pr00f:
We show that
Il : h nx,
t.  i
- ~hwi)K&lktA~  - KhENkI
iEi iEl
is topologically isomorphic. In fact,  it is welldefined,  linear,  injective  and continuous.  as  it
is easy to see.  Moreover  if V is a O-nbhd  in h (n,,  X,), there  is a E c / finite and there  are
U, E  Ll”(Xi),  fori E  E wch that
(Far the notation  h(u,)  see  Remark  0.2). Now
w  : =  rJA(UJ x rJ  h(X,)
ztE iFI\E
is a 0.nbhd  i” &h(X,) and W i q(V), as  can he verified  without difficulty and we are
done. q
Lemma 3.7 is il special case of Propositio” 2. Il in [20], where the analogous  statement is
proved forarhitral-y projective  systemes  of Ics. Following J. Schmets in [38, Remark  IV  6.31
we give  the following definiti”“.
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3.8 Definition.
A Ics Esatisfies property (B) of Pietsch or is fundamentally tu-bounded  (cf. [29, Definition
4.8.2 ii)]), if for every bounded subset  B  of IZ,  (E) there  is an  absolutely  convex  bounded subset
Cof E. such that B  is a bounded subset  ofe,([C],/~~).
For  example  every  metrizable  Ics has property (B) of Pietsch [Theorem  1.5.8].
The following proposition coincides in fact  with (Proposition 3.2) in [SI;  bel-e  we present
a different proof,  which is more elementary and avoids tensor  products.
3.9 Proposition.
Let X be a weakly barrelled Ics and let (h,  11 11)  be u  nBss,  such that  either  (h,  11 II)  =
(P,,  )/ II,)  or such that (h,  11 11) has the property of sectional convergente.  Then h(X) is
Bairelike.
PlVXlf:
We want  to apply  the characterization of 129,  Proposition 9.13  thut a bari-elled  dense
subspace  of a Bairelike space is again  Bairelike. As the completion ,? of X is topologically
isomorphic to a product of copia  of K, Lemma 3.7 implies, that  h(X)  is topologically
isomorphic to a product of Banach space,  hence Buil-elike.  Therefore we trust  show that
h(X) is dense in h(2)  and that
h(X) is barrelled or equivalently - by [ 16, Lemma 6.11 quasibarrelled.  Far  the density,
the assertion  is clear  if (h,  11 11) has sectional convergene,  because  for the topology
induced  by h(X), BIIENX  is dense in @,,E,,rX, NIIENi’is  dense in h(ì(), and “,st~X c h(X).
In the case h = e,, we make use of the fact  that in ,? bounded sequences  are precompact:
Giva  x = (x,,),,~~  E  C,(x)  and 8 0-nbhd  U in 2, there  is y = (.Y,,),,~N  E  ??  such that
{y,,  : II E  N}  is finite and such that x ~ y E  UN;  moreover  there  is : = (z,,)>~~~  E  XN  such that
{z. : n  E  N} is finite and z - y E  UN;  hence ; E  Y,(X)  and z -x E (U + U)“.
We finally must  establish the quasibarrelledness  of h(X).
First, let (h,  11 11)  satisfy sectional convergente  and let G be a bounded subset  of the strong
dual (h(X)‘, fi(h(X)‘,h(X))).  By [l6,  Theorem 5.14 i)] we get  that (h(X)‘, P(h(X)‘, h(X))) is
continuously embedded into h”((X’, fl(X’,X))),  where h”  := {J E  w : ‘v’IEh  C,,,, 1 x,,y,, 1
< x} is the Ki3he duul of h.  h”  is a nBss  with respect  to the natura1  “dual”  norm  II  Ijn.  Far
more details see  [l6,  page  111. Consequently,  B is a bounded subset  of h”(X’, fi(X’,X)>.  For
every n t N, put p,,  := \\(6.&&,.  Then the map
h : ~“(X’, IXX’,  X1) - LW,  BCX’, X1).  (?;ikh’  - (P>LhIL,EN
is welldefined.  linear, injective and continuous. Therefore we get  rhat  the set { ~,~y,,  : O.i)itn~  t
B, II t N} is bounded in (X’, b(X’,  X)), and thus finite dimensional. This implies that there  is a
finite dimensiona] linear  subspace  EofX’  \uch  that i3 is a bounded set in h(E). Let F := X / E”
be the quotient space with respect  to  the polar  space E” = {x E  X : V,tc<x,~>  = 0).
Then by natura1  duality, F’ = E. Moreover  (h(fl’, p(h(fl’,h(lÌ)))  coincides topologically
with h”(E),  see  e.g.  [16, Remark  5.181.  As h(F) is a Banach space, the bounded subset  B
of h”(E) = (h(F)‘, B(A<F)‘,A<F)>>  ‘.LF  an  equicontinuous  subset  of h(F)‘. As the inclusion
h(F)’ = h^(E)  - h(X)'(i  h”(X’, B(X’,X)))  is the transpose of the quotient  map X -
X / E” = F,  U is also  an  equicontinuous  subset  of h(X)‘, such that  altogether  h(X) is barrelIed,
hence Bairelike far h with sectional convwgence.
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Finally,  let  (h.  /I  11) = (f,, 11 li,). A s  X  ‘:I\ weakly barrelled, it is nuclear  and from  [38,
IV. 7.10 c)]  it follows tbat  its strong  dual  (X’,  B<X’,X>> has property (B) of Pietsch. Now we
denote  by (3N the Stone-Cech-compactilication  of N. AS (X’, fi(X’,X))  has property  (B) of
Pietsch, we ohtain  hy the Mendoza-Marquina-Tlleo~ein  [38, IV 7.71 that the space C(BN,X)
provided  witb  the topology of uniform convergace  is banelled. Since  the map
.i : C(M’,  X)  - LGW - (f(r7)Ltw
IS a topolog~cal  nomorphism onta  its  range,  it suftices  to prove thatj has dense range.  But thls
follava  again  from the fact,  that bounded  sets in X are precompact  : Let x = (.Y,,),,~~,  E  C,(X)
and  let Li be a 0-nbhd in X; then  thcre  is y  = (J,,)>,~N E  X”’  such that {?;,  : n  t N) is finite,
hence compact. and such thilt  J - .Y  E  U’. Consequently  thel-e  is.f  E  C(pN,X)  satisfying
f(n)  = ?;z  for nll  II E  N and we are done. 0
In particularwe  have  supplemented  Frerick’s result  in 1161 about  classes  of barrelled spaces
X f«r  which h(X) is barrelled for nBss  h with sectional  convergente  by the class of weakly
barrelled spaces.  Having  found  a class of Ics X far  which h(X) is Bairelike,  we will now
presenta class  of Ics far which h(X) is nof  Baire. We will sta,-t  with il technical lemma.
3.10 Lemma.
(see  [5,  Lemma 3.31; fol-  the sake  of completeness  we present  the short proof  again.)
Let X be a Hausdol-ff  Ics, let I be a set and let ,n E  N. Then the set
C,,, := {(x;),,,  E  X’ : dim[x,  : i t II < né]
is a closed  suhset  of the topologica1 product  X’
Pr00f:
Let ((xj”‘);t,),,t,,  be a net  in C,,, converging  to an  element (xi)+,  in X’. We must show
that  far any  ii, , i,.+ / t 1  the (m + I )-tuple (x,, , ,x ,,,,_,) is linearly dependent. For each
a E  A  there  is (AF’,  ,hjfi,)  t K”‘+‘\{(O, ,O>} such  tha t  x;l:’ hj”‘xy’  = 0, and we
may  assume  that  each  (h’,“‘. ,A!,;;,>  belongs  e. g.  to the 11 II,-unit sphere  S in K”‘+‘.  By
the compactnesi  of S, the net  (hl,“‘. ,  hf,$>  has  an  accumulation  point  (hl,.  ,h,,,+l)  in
S. As fol-  all j E  { 1,  ,w + 1 } the net  (xi;‘) ,ttA converges  toxr,, we obtain by  the continuity
o f  linear  combinutions  K”‘+’  x X”‘+’ i  X that  xy:T’  h,x<, is 811 accumulation  point  o f
(x;:;’  A;%~j”l)<,E,,  and hence equa1  to 0 E  X. 0
3.11 Proposition (cf.  [5,3.4]).
Let X be an  infinite dimensiona1  Hausdorff  Ics such that  each  hounded suhset  of X has finite
dimensiona1 linear  spari  (or - equivalently - that its  weak  dual  (X’, o(X’,X))  is barrelled),
and let (h,  11 11)  bea nBss.  Thcn the space h(X) ih not Baire.
PKlOf:
By Lemma 3. IO we get  that  fol-  each  un  E  N, the set C,,, := {(x,,>,rEhr E  X”’  : dim[,r,,  : II E
NI  < nz}  is closed  in XN  with the product  topology, hence the set C,,, n h(X) is closed  in h(X).
No C,,, n h(X) has an  interior  point  in h(X). In fact,  otherwise there  would exist  a sequence
(U,,)l,tN of 0.nbhds  in X such Iha
si?
(i,,  c c,,, - c,,, c C?,,,
As X is of infinite dimension, wc  can choose a linea-ly independent sequence  (,v,,),,~~ E
n,,,, U,,, from  which we  obtain  that ((x,,),z51r+, (0) ,/ > 2 !,?+l) t CZ,>,.  a contradiction.  Thus
it remains  to  show that
GO = u G,
,,iEh’
which is established  by involving once again  the continuous  linear  injection
/7 : h(X) - ~xW)(  h,),,,, - (P,,.V?,h,,,
with p,, := /i(6,,r)ntpiI  Far  II E N, which shows that  f«r  ull (x ,, ,,EAJ) E h(X) the linear spari
1.x,, : II E NI has  finite dimension. q
3.12 Example (cf. 5,3.5])
The incomplete Monte1  space X constructed  by Amemiya and KGmura  in [4/  satisfies  both
the assumptions  of the PIapositions  3.9 and 3.11. Thos,  forevery  nBss  (h, iI.i/)  with sectional
convergente  and for (h, 11  11)  = (C,, /l Il,),  th e 5:pace  h(X) is Bairelike but not Baire.  (In
particolar,  this is true far  C,,(X)(  I < ,> < x) and f«r  c,,(X).)  Moreover  all these  spaces h(X)
are quasicomplcte  by [ 16.  Cor. 4.71 ai X is clearly  quasicomplete.
Thus we  have  obtained a class  of quasicomplete Bairelike spaces which al-e not Baire.
Accordins  to  129,  13.9.11  it is an  open question  of Vzddivia.  whethcr  there exist  complete
non-Baire  but Bairelike spaces. Obviously.  the spaces in Example 3.12 are never  complete.
On the other  hand, all the non-Baire  Bail-elike  spaces we  could  tind in the literature  are not
sequentially  complete and not even  locally  complete.
Now we  turn to  the stabiliry  of Bairelike under projective  limits  of Moscatelli type.  Unfor-
tunately  we  could not prove an  analogous  result  to Proposition 3.4 f«r  Bairelike. But we  can
present  putial results  foI- weakly  burrelled  or metrizable  barrelled  spaces. We  start with the
following  lemma.
3.13 Lemma.
Let X, Y be Hausdol-ff  lcs,.f’  : Y - X be linear and confinuous  and let (h, 11  II) be a
nBss.  If Y is topologically  isomorphic  to  a product  of straight  line\, then  F(Y  AX,h)  is
topologically  isomorphic fo  (kerf)N  x h(Y/ ke$).
PIWOf:
First of all since  kerf  is il closed  subspace  of a product  of straight  lines,  there is a closed
subspace  L of Y such that Y = ke-f 3 L. Furthermore,  since  L is also  minimal  as  a closed
subspace  of Y, the restrictionf IL: L -f(L) is a topologica1 isomorphism  onro the range
and thus I;(L 4 i/ f(L),h) = h(L) and L is topologically  isomorphic to  Y / ke-f’.  Now we
prove that
p : (kefl)“’  x h(L) - F(Y  AX,  h)
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((ukw,  hhw) - (?2.  + ZA)iEN
is il topologica1 isomorphism p is  clearly  welldefined and linear. It is in,jective  since  if
(TA + CI)I~X  = 0 far (?.I)(~N  t ker:f  and (;k)itw  t h(L). it  follows from ke;f  n h(L) = {0}
that xk = :k = 0 far all  k E N.
TO show that  p is surjective  let  (ni)ntAJ  t F be given.  Since Y = ke$+  L, we  have  that for
all  k t N there  exists  yk  E  k.+  and zi E  L wch  that  (,t = yi + zi. Then (yk)itN  E (kerf)”
implies  that  V(:r))tEn  = v(ni))iFn  E h(X). such that fi-om  (zi)iEhr  E  L*’ it follows that
(:i)itns  E  A(Y). Thus p is  surjective.
p is  contintms  as  it is  easy  to ee. As p iIkerir and  p j,,,,., al-r  topologically iwmorphic
onta the range,  it suftices  to show that  F(Y LX, h)  = (ked)”  -?  h(L) to get  that p is  open. SO
let  p : Y - kerf  be a continuous linear projector with ker/> = L. Then
j? : F(Y LX. h)  - (ke&
(Oikh’  - (P(ni  ))it.v
is a welldefined. linear projector with
kerfi = L”’  n F( Y LX,  h) = h(L)
As F(Y LX,h)  ih  topologically isomorphic to the space H := {(F,,),,~~,  E  YN : (f(~,,)),,~~  E
h(X)} provided  with the  initial topology  with rcspect  to the inclusion  H C+ n,,t,  Y and
H + h(X), (.x,,&fi  H  (&)),,Efi>  /i is  continuous and thuc  we  get  that  p is  open. 0
As u  dirrct  consequence  we  ob~ain  the following corollary.
3.14 Corollary.
Let X, Y be Hausdorff lcs,.f’  : Y - X be linear and  continuous and (h,  11 11)  a nBss.  If  Y is
topologically isomorphic to a product of straight Iines,  then  the projective limit of Moscatelli
type F(Y LX, h)  is a Baire  space.
PlWOf:
Because  of Lemma 3.13 F( Y LX, h)  is  topologically isomorphic to (kerf)’  x h(Y/kerf).
Sine  Y is topologically isomorphic to a product of straight lines. kerf  is also  topoiogically
isomorphic to u  product of swaighl  lincs  and thus  topologically isomorphic to K’ l’or some
index set 1.  Since Y/ kerf’ ih  again  topologically isomorphic to a product of straight lines,
we  get with Lemma 3.7 that  h(Y / kerf) is  topologically isomorphic to k’ for some index set
J. Altogether F(Y LX, h)  is topologically isomorphic to a pl-oduct  of Banach  spaces,  hence
Baire. 0
With the help of the following lemma we  will  get a result  far Bairelike.
3.15 Lemma.
Let Y, X be Hausdorff Ics, 1et.i’  : Y - X be linea  and continuous and let  p and ,?‘be  the
completions of Y and X. respectively. Furthermore let.7 : !’ - 1 be the continuous linear
extension  fromf  to p.  If  (h,  11 11)  is a nBss  with sectional  convergente,  then F‘(Y  LX, h)  is a
dense topological  subspace  of F(p iii.  h).
Because  of the tranritivity of the initial  topology F(Y AX,h)  is a toplogical  subspace  of
F(? L%‘,h).  Moreover  @,,tN Y is dense in Blltn, Y with respect  to the induced  topology
of F(Y &?,h)  and because  of the sectionul  convergente,  @,,Eh.  ? is dense in F(? &?,h),
such that altogether  BiitN Y is a dense subspace  of F(? 42, h).  As il is prue  that  elitH  Y i
F(Y LX, h)  we are done. q
As a consequence  of Lemma 3.15 and Corollary 3.14 the following corollal-y.
3.16 Corollary.
Let Y, X be Hausdorff Ics, such that  Y carries a weak  topology. letf  : Y - X be linear
and continuou,  and let  (h,  j/ 11)  be il nBss  with sectional  convug-ence.  Then F(Y &X.h)  is
Bairelike if and only  if it is barrelled.
PKJOf’:
R-om  Lemma 3. IS  we get that F(Y iX, h)  i, a dense subspace  of F(!’ ix, h)  and since
i’is topologically isomorpbic to a product  of straigbt  lines,  we get fiom  Corollary 3.14 that
F(Y L,?, h)  is il Bairespace.  Thus F(Y LX,h)  is Bail-elike if and only if it is bauelled (see
[29. Proposition 9.1.31). q
Now the question  arises  under which conditions a projective  limit  of Moscatelli type is
barrelled. We give  a characterization with the keep ofa  generalization of Lemma 6. I of [ 161.
In fact  it is exactly Frerick’s proof  which works also  in the more general situation.
3.17 Lemma.
Let X. Y be Huusdorff  1cs.f’  : Y - X be linear  und continuote,  and let  (h,  11 11) bea nBss.
Then the following are equivalent:
i) F(Y J-X,  h)  is burrelled.
ii) F(Y 1+X,  h)  is quasibarrelled  and Y is barrelled.
PWJf:
Only ii) =S  i) needs  a pl-oof.  SO let  T be a barre1  in F := F(Y i,  X, h).  Since  F is
quasibarrelled,  it is wfficient  to show that 7 is bornivorous.  SO let  B i F be a bounded  set.
Without loss  of generality  we may assume that fòr  al1  .r = (,Q)~~~  t B and J c N it  is  me
that ((.x,,),,~J,  (O),,,,\,,)  E  B. It is immediate that  F is topologically isomorphic to
for every  iz E  N. Since  n,  < ,j Y x n,>,,{o}  is barrelIed  for all II E  N as  Y is barrclled,  it
is enough  to hhow  that T absorbs B n
(
n,  < ,, {0} x n,>,,  Y) fol-  some 11 E  N. We assume
this is not  true.  Then  we obtain thal  for  every  n  E  N there  exisl\  some c(“~  = ($“)itAr E
B” (@,,<,,{o}  x LY)such that  z” $! 2’“T.  Now let.7 : ?’  - 2 be the continuoui
extension  off’ lo the completion !’  and .? of Y and X, respectively,  and let
11 : (II,  I l Ill) - F(YLii,h)  =: F,
As <Az”‘)ntr is bounded and (ai)kE~  E  VI, h  is welldefined,  it is also  linea and we will show
that h  : (!, , u(!I,  cc)))  ---i (FI,  o(F,,  F{)) is continuous.  SO let  $  E  F{  be given,  then for al1
LY = (cq)~~~  t CI  if is true  that
and sine  (iSi&  is a bounded sequence,  and $ is linear  and continuous {Q($‘) : k E N)
is bounded in K. Thus $ o 11 is represented  by ($I)(z(~)))~~~I which converges  to zero and SO
$ oh is o(!, , c&continuous, which proves  that the map h : (!,  , CT(O,,  Q)) ->  (FI,  cr(F,  , F’,))
is continuous.
AstheclosedunitballB,in(~,,I~./~  )‘. (e, 15 u 1, c,$compact,  the range  h(B,) ofB,  is o(i,,  F{)
compact and thus B  Banach disc in F, with its origina1  topology. If u = (a,,),,tfi  t PI. then
Thus h(B,) c F such that /?(B,)  is a Banach disc in Fand hence Tabsorbs  /z(B,).  It follows
that there  exists p  > 0 such that far all k E  N it is true  that 4~‘“’ E  pT,  soch  that far  al1 n  t N
with 2” > p it holds  that ;(“J E  2”2”T = 2’“T  which is a contradiction to the assumption.
Consequently  there  is II E  N and some p > 0 such that
whence  we get  that
c ~PT
for some F z p.  which completes the proof.
As a further  result we obtain from  this the following corollary.
3.18 Corollary.
Let Y, X be metrizable  Ics, such that Y is barrelled.  Then F(Y  4X,  h)  is barrelled,  hence
Bairelike.
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PIWOf:
Since X and Y are metrizable also  F(Y LX, h)  is metrizable and hence quasibarrelled.
From Lemma 3.17 it follava  that  it is also barrelIed.  such  that  it is altogether  metrizable and
barrelled, hence Bairelike 129,  Proposition 9.1.3 ii)J. 0
A furthel-  positive result  holds fot-  weakly barrelled Hausdol-ff  spaces,  as  we will show now.
3.19 Proposition.
Let X. Y be Ics, such that Y is Bairelike and X is weukly bart-elled  and Hausdot-ff.  Moreover
1et.f : Y - X be linear.  continuous  and open map. If (h,  I/ 11)  i<i  u  nBss  with sectional
convergente  or(h,  il.il) = (Px, 11 ./l,).  thcn the projective IimitofMoscatelli  typeF(Y LX, h)
is Bait-elike.
P~OOfi
Since  Y is Bairelike also  the finite product  nIi. < ,, Y is Bairelike far  all II E  N. Furthermore
by Proposition 3.9 we obtain that h((X) Iz,,)  is also  Bairelike for nll  11 E  N. Together  we
get  that the steps F,, := n, <,, Y x A((X)i of F(Y LX. h)  tre  Bairelike, such that by
Proposition 2.8 it is enough  to show that the%nkin: maps
K,,+ I 8,  : rI y x y x Nm~n+l)  - rJ y x x  x fvW)i,,,,ll
I < ,/ i . <r,
((?<Ah  <>i>?ii, (?.l)L>>iil)  - ((di  <,,,.f(c,)> (Jlh>>,fl)
are open. what is immediate, sincef  is open. 0
We remat-k  that in the previous  proposition  the condition onf  to be open is essential. even
if Y is chosen to be weakly barrelled. But  before we sive an  example  we show the following
Letllt11a.
3.20 Lemma.
Let X. Y be lcs,,f : Y - X be linear  and continuous,  and (h,  11 11) be a nBss.  Then the
canonica1 map
.?  : F(Y LX. Al  - W),  i\;,i,a  - C.fC\.,,)),m
is surjective, if,f  is surjective andJ  is open, iff is open.
PIWOf:
Because  of the definition  ofthe projective limit  of Moscatelli type,j  is clearly welldefined,
linea  and contitwous.  Now let (.I~)~~~~  E  h(X) be given. Since.f  is surjective, it is true  that
Tor  all II ti  N there  is a yn  t Y such that,f(y~)  = .q.  Thus C~(J~))~~~,  = (.q)kEN  E  h(X), such
that C.sr)iCiN  E  F(Y LX, h)  and hence.~  is surjective.
Now 1et.f  be open and V t Z&(Y),  II  t N and U t U,,(X)  be given.  Sincej  is wjective  as
we have,just  proved,  we obtain that
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and thus.7  is open, since.f is open. 0
3.21 Example.
There exist  weakly barrelled Hausdotff spaces (Y, 3) and (X,  9) and a linear bijective,
continuous mapf  : (Y, 3) - (X,  8) such that  F(Y LX, h)  is not  8,.barrelIed  far any  nBss
CA.  Il Il).
PlWJf:
Let (Y, 3) bea weakly barrelIed infinite dimensiona1 Hausdorff space, such that  the bounded
sets have  finite dimensional  linea  spari.  An  example  of \uch  a space is the incomplete
Montelspace  of 1. Amemia  and Y. Komura 141.  Then (Y, 3) is not  complete, because  otherwise
it would be topologically isomol-phic  to the product  of one  dimensiona1 spaces, such  that the
bounded sets would not  have  finite dimensiona1 linear spari.
Now let  Y be the completion of (Y, 5) and let x t i’\Y be given. 3 denote  the topology
on  Z := Y + [x] induced  by ?. Now we prove that  the bounded sets in (Z,  3) also  have  finite
dimensiona1 linear spari.  In fact,  let  B  be a bounded subset  of (Z,  3). then  for all 6  E  B  there
exists some ?‘jJ  E  Y and hl> E  K such that
h  = y,,  + hi,x. (*)
We will show that K := {h,,  : 0 E  B} is bounded in K.  Suppose this is not  true.  Then there
is a sequence  (h,,),,,~,  in B  such that hl>,, ‘w x and h,,,,  #  0 for al1 17 t N. Now (*I  implies
thar  far  all II t N
i \‘,, = ‘b,, - x
hl,, ‘I h
is true.  Since {O,,  : II E  N} is bounded in (Z,‘:)  and $ ‘m 0 we get  that  ($&),,EnJ  is a
sequence in Y which convel-ges  to -x. But since  Y is quasicomplete and hence sequentially
complete this would imply that x E  Y which is a contt-adiction  to.r $ Y. Thus K is a bounded
subset  of K and we get  thatA  := {y6  : b  E  R} c R  Kx  is bounded in (Z, 5).  It follows that
A i Y is bounded in (Y, 2) and hence dim[A]  < x. Altogether  we get  that
dim[B] < dim[A U  {x)1 < dim[A]  + I < x
such that  we have  proved  that  the bounded sets in (Z,G)  have  finite dimensiona1 lineur  spari.
Now we put (X,  8) := (Z,  3) /[x1 and denote  by ~1  : (Z,  3) - (X,  p)  the canonica1
quotient map. Since (Y, 2) is weakly barrelled (Z,  5) = Y+ [x] is weakly barrelled and hence
(X, Q) is also  weakly barrelIed.  Furthermore (X,  8) is topologically isomorphic to a closed
hypel-plane  in (Z,  3) and thus  the bounded sets in (X.  9) have  finite dimensiona1 linear spari.
From the definition  of (Z.  3) and (X,  8) it follows directly thatf’  : (Y, 3) - (X,  g),y  - r/(r)
is linear. bijective and continuous but not  open.
Now let (h,  11 11) be an  arbitrary nBss.  We prove that the projective  limit  of Moscatelli
type F((Y,  53)  L(X, Q),  h)  =: F is not  !? ,-barrelled. Since (Y, 3) and (X,  gì)  are barrelled,
they are in particular Mackey spaces,  such that there  exists a map  $  E  (Y, 3)’ such that
+ of-’ -$  (X,  p)‘.  Let p>,  := iI(O,,&wlI and let  p,;,  : F - Y be the canonical  projection
and let B  := {p,,($  o /r,,)  : II t N}. Now we will show that B is pointwise bounded.
In fact.  let  (yi)ttN E  F be given. Then {prf(n)  : k t N} is a bounded set in (X,@)
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such that E := [lf‘(yi) : k E  N}  1 is  a  finite dimensional subspace  of X. Sita (X,  p)  is a
Hausdorff space, we get  by the uniqueness  of finite dimensional linea  Hausdorff topologies
thatf G-N(~):  V-‘(E),3  nf-‘(E))  - (E, gì  n E) is a topologica1 isomorphism. It follows
that (yk)~~~  E  Ar-‘(E)) c h(Y) and thus
{P.(~O,r;,((~i)PEN)))  : II E  N}  = {P,,(MJ,,))  : JI  E  N) = tiJ({P,,;, : >l E  N))
is a bounded subset  in K. We will show thnt  B  is tmt eqoicontinuous  and hence  F(Y LX, h)
is not  t?,-barrelled.  By the above  argoment  we have  also  obtained  thatf IxIy,:  h(Y) -
A(X), (yt)kEN  u  Vbt))neN is bijective. Thus if B  were equicontinuous  there  would exist
some ug  E  N, such that p,,(+ opr,, o.F-‘)  = p,,($ of-')  would be continuous in (X,  Q) far all
II > no.  But this would imply that IJJ  of-’ E  (X,  8)’ which is a contradiction. 0
3.22 Remark.
The proof  of Example  3.21 shows that far every  weukly ban-elled  Hausdorff space (Y, 3)
such that the bounded sets have  finite dimensionaI  linear  spari,  there  exist a stictly weaker
weakly barrrelled Hausdotff topology 8 on Y, such that  F((Y,iì) +Y, ~),h)  is not  C,-
barrelled.
Furthermore it seems worth mentioning  that  the question  asked by Valdivia [29, 13.9.11
whether complete Bairelike  spaces  are Baire would get  a negative answer,  if one  could  find  a
complete locally convex  Baire space Y admitting a quotient  Y / L with weak  topology, such
that the bounded sets in Y / L have  finite dimensional  linex  spari.  In fwt, if r{ : Y - Y / L is
thequotientmapandif(h.  )/.~I)isanBss withsectionalconve~genceor(h,  11.11) = (ex, iI.Ii,)
the projective  limit  F = F(Y  A Y / L, h)IS complete, Bairelike  by Proposition 3.19 but not
Baire, sincej  : F - UYI-0,  b,,h - (Y(?,i)),EN  ‘.15  linear,  continuous, open by Lemma
3.20 and h(Y  / L) is not  Baire by Proposition 3. I 1.
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